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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In modern democratic society it is not unusual for
;:1

It is in

person to e:Y.:perie:nce status inconsistency.

keeping with our ideal of t3qua,lity of opportu.nit:y that a

person ca:n. ra1.s,0 his social status according to his

ability.

For example, by developing special skills a

person ca11 ra:l.se his level in one area of his life

-without necessarily affecting the other ar.sas.

take

for gr.:::mted the inconsistency between educational e.chieve-

ment and income for school te-achersl and in the case of
politicia:r1s the inconsistency between education and

power.
Let us co:nsider occupation, income and edi..:tce1.tion to
be important status hierarchies in our society.

A

person whose ranks are equal, or nearly equal~ on all
three hierarchies is status consistent·.
ranks

ca11

The three equal

be at a high level, or at: a low level, or

somewhere in the middle.

An inconsistent pattern is

the result: of ranking appreciably higher, or lower, i.n
011e

status hierarchy than in the other two, or of having

distinctly different ranks i:n each of the three hier-

archies.

This multidimensional view of soc

catio:n in which an individual

l stratif

sirnult:a:neously ranked on

several status hierarchies introduces a ri.ew variable- ...
the consistency of status !'.'.'£mks.

Status consistency has been studied in different
kinds of situations.

The major authori; start from the

premise that the concept reflects relationships in
society ,.,,1hich do matter--do affect people's behavior.
Pn:}sumably a statrn3 consistent person is satisfied with

his situ.a.ti.on.

He looks e.bout him. and finds thtrt others

respond to him in a consistent and predictable fashion.
On the other hand,. if a person

c2J.1 bE,

chnracterized by

inconsistent status ranks, he stands in a position of
ambiguity.

To some he is a superior, while he must

speak with deference to others.

This stressful situation

may lead t:o a feeling of frustration irn.d rel;:i.t:ive
deprivation.
outlook between the consistent and inconsistent individuals

that we look for some difference in behavior patterns.
Status consistency has been studied by social
p.sychologists and sociologists under a v,;1.riety of names--

st:i'Jl.tus congruence, status integration, status crystalliz ...
a.tio:n.

lt has been compared to different kinds of

behavior--soci.al p,1rticip,:::tti.o:n, ,3.t:;gression, suicide,
symptorns of mental stress, preference for change in
power distribution~ and political ,ittitudeH.

The

3
pTEHH,int:

study is concerned with t:ha relationship between

the consistency of st;r,tus ranks and politic.al attitud,it:l.
Tr1e ):indir1t;s of th.e empirical studi.ea o:t-i st£1.tus

'These co:nf licting findings
indicated tht:1 usefulnesill of further study and led to the
decbdon t:o do a partial replication study lvit:h data
from. New Zea hmd and Ce.riada.
Anderson e11d :Z~elditch aff irrn confi.denct~ in the

usefltLriess of further study:
We believe that a formal theory of considerable
(f::Xplaxiatory pcrwer can f:iventually bf; developed to
accottnt for the phenomen.on we have called ranl-i,:
s::xiui.libratio:n a:nd which other people have called
''status co11g:t·uerice 11 or ~'sta.tus cryst:e.lliz::itt:iori.".
This theory wili tru,tn irtclude st,atus politics as
a special case.l

Th.e main body of t:ht"< thesis is divided int:o furtht3r
chapters as follows:

Chapteir II, nTheoretical Co:nsidt~r,9,-

t:t.on~ ~md Former Research.ti, discusses the multidimensions.l

nature of stretification and the interrelatedness of
status positions.

Inconsistency is considered in relation

to tra,ditional and moderx1 societies, ,1,n1.d vertical mobility ..

Discussion of choice of suitable hierarchies includes

------~---~--"'--''------------~--------------1
Bo A:nderison .fl.nd :Morri$ Zeldit:c:1:1, nRank Equ:tlibration a:nd
Polit:icsn, ¼,!;1rpp,t.!an J;ournal of Soc:\-.Qlogy, 5:112, 196tJ. ..
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occupation as a determiner of status and t:he importance
of tiscribed and achieved status characteristi.cs.

Former studies related to status inconsistency and
political attitudes are summarized and their findings
discussed.

In Chapter III,
the

11

81

:Methodological Considerationsn,

location 11 of inconsistency in the individual, in a

social relation, or in a group is discussed.
problems of measurement are considered.

Several

They are:

1) choice of nierarcl:1ies, 2) assigning status rank to

women, 3) proportions of consistency and inconsistency,
Lf)

defining liberalism-conservatism, and 5) .method of

multivariate analysis.
Chapter IV,

11

The Empirical Studiesn is divided into

three major parts.

Part A, Introduction, describes the

secondary analyses, the decision to use objective
indicators, the Jackson method for measuring status

consistency, hypotheses, and tests of significance
employed.,

Part B, Dunedin Central, reports on the first

empirical study.

Information about the sample, measuring

status consistency, and measuring political attitudes is
included.

The analysis of the data reports the important

cross tabulations and the results of t:he tests of
significance.

Conclusions end the section.

Part C,

5

Canadian Survey:1 reports on the second empirical studyo
This section covers the same basic topics as mentioned

above for Dunedin Central.

V, "Conclu.sions 11 , deals with conclusions,
some possible explanations, and recomrtt-0n<lations for

further research.
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CHAPTE.'R l I

THEORETICAL DEVELOPl<llilIT AND FORMER RESEAEWH
TrHJ:ORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
'n10

multidimensional nature of ranking individuals

i:n society he.s been well recognized by sociologists.
Western industrial society holds a :number of attributes
to be i!.nporte.nt i:n the G'lValuat:lon of i t:s members at·ld

r·fax Weber described t:h..ree major variables which

form the core of stratification in society:

1) possession

of economic goods and skills~ and opport:unitles for
incom~ within the market situation, 2) prestige or social
. 1. poi;,1er. l
honor, and 3) access to po 1 1.. t:1.ca
T1:1.lcott Parsons describes a. clai:.;sif ication of bases
of differentLal v,stluation which
relatively concrete eu:1d useful.

cm1.s iders to b~;i

The bases of·valuat:ion

he defines .:,1.re:

1.

i,,1embershi.p in a ki1uihip unit.

2.

Personal qualities (These include such qlialities as
beauty, intelligence, strength, ag(1, seJt).

3.

Achievements (Achievements are valued results of the
actions of individuals.
They may or may not be
embodied in material objects).

ti-.

Possessions (Possessio:ns are things, not necessarily
material objects, nbelonging 11 to a;n individual which
are distinguished by the criterion of transferability).

7

5.

Authority (An institutionally recog11ized right to
influence the actions of others).

6.

Power. (In this classification a person possesses
power only in so far as his ability to influence
others and his ability to achieve or to secure 1
possessions are not institutionally sanctioned.)
Closely related to evaluation is social ranking.

Society ranks its members according to the qualities or
characteristics that it values most.

This placing of

individuals in positions of superiority and inferiority
is basic to the development of status hierarchies.

By a hierarchy we mean a number of individuals
ordered on an inferiority-superiority scale with
respect to the comparative degree of which they
possess or embody some socially approved or generally
desired attribute or characteristic.
A hierarchal
position is thus always a position in which one
individual is identified with others with regard to
the possession or embodiment of some common charact ..
eristic, but differentiated from these others in the
degree, or measure, to which that characteristic is
possessed or embodied.2
Benoit-Smullyan names three fundamental hierarchies
in modern society:

the economic hierarchy, the political

hierarchy, and the prestige hierarchy.

These are

essentially the same as those described by Weber.
1

2

Talcott Parsons, "An Analytical Approach to the Theory
of Social Stratification", in Ess£1ys in Soc:iologica.l
~ L P• 75-76.
Emile Benoit-Smullyan, i 1 status, Status Types and Status
Interrelations"'', American, Sociological Review, 9:151,
April, 1944.
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R~lat:ive position within each of th<,;;1se hie:r.·archies

Theoe status(:,s provide objective

prestige atatus~

An lnd:i.vidt.1.al' s

TJ()f;:Lt:l.fJl)
()!1
.
.i;

be 2tt .::1bou.t the, sam€i level or at distinctly dif f ,~r.e:nt

the society i3 domocrHtic or tra/litiontil.

In thE1 ti::·adi tio:nal or Hclos~~d.H society high ranking
at::tributt1s such as wealth, opportunity, c,'ll,aborate life
style, arid prestige clut3ter arou.nd a :singh3 individual or

largely determined by bi.rth or line.ago) these stntus
Similarly in
the low st:atus groups, individuals lack wealth, opportu.nity
and prei-;;tige eind live :Ln conditions of poverty o

It ls

difficult if not itapossibh:l for .:m individual t:o move out

of his own group, be it: class or caste.

Barber 2 describes various stratification systems
shoinng the variations on the traditional model:

the

Indian caste society, the two broadly inclusive social
classes of the Chinese (the hJisured gentry group and the

l

Benoit ... Smullyan, 1.Q£..

:~: Bernard Barber, Social

ill•

9

peasantry), the nobles and non ...noble groups of Medieval
Europe, the three "estates 11 of Eighteenth Century France.,
In an °cn:ien 11 society, common in the moder:n. industrial
period, the distribution of status amo:ng individuals will
be characteristically differe11t than in the "closed"

society.

Equality of opportun:'Lty is a valued goal in

modern democratic society.

Each perso11. is supposed to

have the opportunity to achieve a status position as high
as his abilities will allow.

A chj_ld from whatever

circumstances can make his way into a high prestige position

if he has the necessary intelligence and determination.
The rewards of society--wealt:h, prestige, life chances-are given on the basis of abilitya

This opportunity to

achieve a higher position means that the different status
attributes do not form unbreakable clusters ..

This

flexibility is in contrast to the interlocking of status
hierarchies characteristic of traditional society.
In practice no society is completely "open° or
11

closed'' ..

'fuat modern industrial society does not practice

perfect equality of opportunity is common knowledge.
Michael Young makes this poL'l1.t Crystal clear in his book,

The Rise of the M~;;itoc;-§.cy .. 1 in which he creates a society,
a:t1 utopia if you will, ·where ability is the only criterion
of evaluation and besis for advancement.

This created

10
society, built largely on trends in moder:n industrial
society, illustrates how far we are from our ideal of
equality of opport:u.nity and the ridiculous and lli,fortunate

situation which wot1ld

st if this ideal were carried out

in every detail ..
Wlthin the ideal of equality of opportunity lies an
important contradiction,.

On

the one hand, it states that

all men a.re to be valued and have a.n equal chance for
advancement..

On the other hand the ideal recognizes the

possibility and importance of rising on the status hier~
arehies within the society.

If some can rise, there must

be others left at the bottom,.
It is in this type of "open" society 11 that there is

much opportunity to experience status inconsistency.,

The

existence of severa.1 major status hierarchies and this lack.
linkage among the hierarchies leads to a situation in
which it: is not: possible to characterize a:n individual's
status position by a single rank.
The differences between the ranks may be especially
frustrating when one hierarchy is related to an ascribed
status (such as sex or race) and the other refers t:o an
achieved status ( such as ed1..1.cation).,

A Negro in the

United States .may find it difficult to get a position in
keeping with his university training.

'rhus the low rank

on the ethnic hierarchy and the high rank on the education

11

hierarchy lead to frustration and uncertainty.

1'.he

ambiguous position resulting from status inconsistency is

described by Anderson and Zelditch 1 when t:hey describe
serveral hypothetical pairs.

For example, take t:he case

of Ego, whose income is $6000 per year and who has a white

collar job, and Alter who has the same income and has a
worldng class job.

Ego may focus on their equal income

saying t:o himaelf, uAlter may make as :much money as I do
but: I have a better job., 11

Or he rnay say, "If 1 have a

better job than Alter, why don't I make more 1noney?"
The first reflection leads to a

ling of relative

satisfaertion, the second to relative depri.vat:ion.

Ego 9 s

perception of how bad the second alternative is will depend
in part, on what he expects his future earnings to be.

If

he is young he will anticipate an increase in earnings ..
If he is middle-aged, at the peak of his earning capacity,

he may consider the situation unjust.
If Ego finds his rank inconsistent in comparison
with Alter he will get upset to the extent that he
perceives that upward :mobility in his lower rank(s)
is blocked.
If the situation is oereeived to be
transient then Ego is not likely
get upset. 2

to

l

Bo Anderson and Morris Zelditch, "Rank Equilibration and
Politics*', Euronean Jou;.7-ual of Sociology;, 5: 112 ... 125, 1964 ..

2 Ibid., p.118
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Status.Consistency related to Vertical Mobility
It seems reasonable that a person who is inconsistent
as a result of having lost rank in one but not all of the
status hierarchic,;lfl t•muld show differe11t behavioral responses
than smneone who is inconsistent: by virtue of having been
up·wt1.rdly mohile in o:ne or two categories. 1

According to Broom, status inconsistency plus a high
degree of awar€nesa of that: inconsistency may lead .a. person
2
to desire to be upwardly mobile. "

In an open or democratic aociety where vertical
mobility is accessible, an individual, having raised his
position in one st::atu.s variable or hierarchy, will seek· to
raise his rank. in one or .wore of t:he other hierarchies ..

This type of status inconsistency n1ay be a result of
incomplete roobility.,

As this process takes time, or may

never be completed, the period. during which one rank is
subst,-ant:ietlly higher than the others .may be prolonged.

This effort to raise one•s rank in one hierarchy may
come about as a result: of individual action or of group

The union is widely recognized as a group seeking

-------··----------------------1
Milton Bloombaum, "The Mobility Di.me:nsion in Status
Consistency" 11 Sociology !:U¢L .§..os::iql, Rese,ai:ch 11 fi-8: 3t,i.2 ~

April 1964.

2 Leonard Broom, it social Differentiation and Stratification''
11
in Sociol,9&Y •r,qda:z:,. Robert K• .Merton$!!• ll• editors, p,A32,.
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to raise some aspect of status for its :members..

The

effort may be directed toward a raise in ·wages or toward
the general improvement of conditions such as shorter hours
or provision of amenities.

lr1 a study of incongruity

within occupations, Pellegrin an<l nat:e.s state:
Formation of strong occupational associations
for purposes of status improvement reflects the
stence of incongruity within an occupation.
Usually roombers feel the functional importance of
their occupation is greater than its prestige,
authority or rewards.
As the association improves
one or more of the attributes it is .~s U.kely to
create additional incongruity as to decrease the
old.1

concepts of vertical xnobili ty imd st:.atus incon ...
sistency ~re closE~ly 1:'Lnked.,

The prevalence of incon-

is due largely to rising and falling within the
different hierarchies.
Choosing ~yitable.Hierarchi..ep
The attributes selected for determining consistency

should be, as far as
by soc

ssible, indica.tors of positions

in distributing its rewards.,

'rhese

indicators

var,1 from society to society and from one

period in

to another.

1 Ronald ,J.
llegrin and Fredrick L .. Bates, ncongruity
and Incongruity of Status Attributes within Occupations
and Work Positions'', Social Forces, 38:2.5, October 1959,.

.

.
or

which
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.motivation.

in

lly

•.::)

on ability and

Learning new skills, getting more eiducat:ion»

ntore rnoney, irnpres sing

wi.th special talents~

these are activities that will improve a person's position
on the achieved status hierarchies.
Those studies using all achieved statuses .are giving

special emphasis t:o the occupational hierarchy3

Otis D..

Duncan 1 points out the functional and temporal relationships of education., occupati.on

income as status attributes.,

The lar·ge majority of persons in t:he labor force have

completed their education.

Thus education may

considered

in large measLire as a preparation for the pursuit of an
Likewise for most persons the bulk of income
recei.v~:::d consists of compensation for rendering serv:i.ces in

their occunat
,,

.

l:nccrme is received more or less

simultaneously with the pursuit of an oc:cu.pation .,,.,. in fact
rm:rnt of the iricome received from .3.n occupational pa..1rsuit

accrues subsequent to the entry int:o:i
with, that occupation,.

identif ic.ation

Consideration of the various

contingencies of actual work; histories would enrich and
compl:1.cate this simplGi model, but: would :not: a

re la ti.on.ships ..

1 Ot:is Dudley Du:ncan, nA Socioeconomic Index for All Occupations'~
Occupations and Social Status by Albert: J., Reiss 11
.. r;

p .. 109 ... 138 .

l

l

in

It is
i

l
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Table I

FORMER RELEVANT RESEARCH
Date of
Publicatio:n

1956

1957

1962

Hierarchies
Author

Cheract:eristics

Lenski

Compared status crystallization to political
attitudes and voting
b~~havior

Kenkel

Goffman

J1;1.ckson

1965

Brandmeyer

1965

Schmitt

Kelly and
Chambliss

Occupation

Education
I:n.corrie

Etlmic back-.
ground

Occupation

Compared statue consistency to politicoeconomic attitudes

Education
Dwe 11 ing Art:.ia.

Co.mp.ared status consist ...
ency to preference for

Prestige
Rental value
of Dwelling
Occupation
Ii:ducat:ion

cha,nge in power distribu-

Income

tion
Compared status consistency with symptoms of

Occupation
Education

stress

Racial-et:h.nic

Compared status consistency with political
behavior
Compared status
congruency of TIUll,rried
women to political
attitudes

1966

Ustcld

Compared status consistency and political
attitudes

background
Occupation
Education
Ethnic group
Education
Husband's
income and
Occupation
Occupation
Education
Income

e low degree of
.11,.Jll,~Ji.JI,,,&,

i~lU:ltly

individ~ls

but not

(

litic.i!l

viewa on a)
b)

).

1
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.·u;sociation :remained after the application of controls
for differeru::es in the four status hierarchies.

On the

question of price controls II re$-ul ts 'l'r1ere in the sam.e
direction but not statistically signifiqant.

The findings that persons in the low crystallization
group favoured the Democratic party ~ e frequently than
the high crystallization gx-ou.p and that they had mo~
liberal attit"udes toward a g0cvermnent: sponscn:ed health

insurance program and general extension of governmental
powers led Lenski to conclude that politie.al liberalism

and low status crystallization are associated.
Lenski ge11eralized these findings further to predict
that the

YOOJ:'e

frequently .1.u::ute status iru::onsist:eneies

occur within a population tbe gx:e:at:e:r would be the pro ...

portion of th.at population willing to support prog:IC'ams of
social change.

+!Mia Gof(lUA l
Goffma:t1 used a very differ•nt approach :for measuring
cm:u11isteney and selec::ting i.ftdicat&rs for a desire for

with the desire for change in the distribution of power ..

1 Irwin W. Goffman, "Status Consistency and Preference for
Change in Power Distribution~' 14 Nffi!ris@ Sociolop;icai
~ , 22:275 ... 281, June 1957.
··
'
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The relationship appears to be related direct:1y to strstum
position.

It is in the high occupation stratum that the

inconsistents express the most desire for change..

In

the.middle stratum the :relationship still exists but: it is
less strong, while in the lowest occupation at:raturn the

relationship almost disappears.
interpretations:-

Goffman suggested two

1) that mobility and other modes of

adjustment may aceot.:lllt for the variation in the :relation ...

ship and 2) that the :measurement: of status consistency did
not take tlccou.nt of the simultaneous salience of status
cl!aracte:rist:ics,

Elton Jackso:n-'s study compared six sharply inconsistent
patterns (education higher than occupation, education
higher than racial-ethnic, occup~:tion higher than education~
occupation higher than racial ...ethnic 11 racial ... ethnic hiiher
than education, racial ... etbni-c

symptom level..

higher than oceupation) to

It is here that: he points out a :relation...

ship betv.1een his own data and the findings of Lenski
regarding political liberalism.
status inconsistency (ra.ciaJ.... etbnic x:-ank higher tha..11 oecupa ...

___ _________________________
tion re..nkJ and racial-1cJt:hnic rank higher than education rank)

......,_........,

l r!.
. .~lt
.,, Jackson~ ustatus Consistency and Symptoms of St•e~s'1 ;
.. on .i.·.
o
, 27 :469 .. 480, August 1962.
·
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which are associated with significantly large differences
in symptom rate.1:, ,9s compared to status consiste:ncy arf3 only
associated with small differences, if any, in political

liberalism.

And the patterns in Jackson's research which

were found to produce no effect upon symptom level (occupation rank higher than racial-ethnic rank and education rank
higher than racia.1-ethnic rank) are exactly those which

Lenski fo~nd to have the greatest impact upon political
liberalism.

Jackson summarizes,

It would appear that these compared findings can
best b~1 explained by the assumption that all forms of

status inconsistency are stressful for the individual,
but that persons whose inconsistency is due to high
racial-ethnic status and low occupational or educational
status tend to respond to their stress physiologically,
while persons of the 1opposite patterns of inconsistency
respond politically.
ln keeping with Lenski 1 s idea that there are several
reactions or adaptations to status inconsistency, Jackson
suggests that they should be studied simultaneously.
Since different responses seem to be characteristic
of different types of inconsistency, any study which
measures only one possible response to inconsistency--

such as the present study, as well as most of the
previous research--understa.tes the ·total impact of
inconsistency upon the individual.
"Adding 11 these
studies together reveals a source of stress of smne
significance.2

1

.!.lu£l.

~.

.Il2!sl- pJ> 79

p.L}76

']
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A recent study ·wh:i.ch supports Lenr-;ld.'

,J

tipp1:oach it1

one in which David Schmitt investigated status con,;ruency
.::.nd tbc, <lesire for pol:Lt:Lcal change «mm:1g .n1arried. t-wme:n.

attitu0.e: stateme".1ts doc.ling with d.ebat:ed areas for which

responsibility.

With status controlled, the respondent's

aver~ge congruency was sig:nificantly related to libex·al:lsm-

conservat:ism.

Women with incongruent st~:rtuses tended to

1:n conclus:Lo.n, it should 'be noted th.at while
the results are conso11ant with previous fi.ndings,
the magnitude of the relationships, like those of
the previous studies, is not large despite th0 use

of status scales derived from the respondent's
estimation of standi..'l'\g.
Thus, the findings evidence
the ubiquity of the relationship bet'<'"1ee:n congruency

and liberalism .rather than the explanatory importance
of statu.s congruency in PfedictL,~ behavior in :more

than one status position.
Several studies will be reported now which fail to
confirm the results of Lenski and the other investigators.

their studies after Lenskils, e:ama to opposite conclusions
after analysis of their data.
1 David R. Schmitt, nA:n Attitudinal Correlate of the Status
Congruency of Married Wom.entt ~ Soci.al Fo1;ces, t'.'1-4: 195 ~
December 1965 ..
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.!'.Lilliam Kenkell
William KenJtel used sorne of the same hierarchies as

Lenski and some different ones.

He theorized that if

status consistency is related to political attitudes then
the relationship should be apparent: when various status

che.racturistic:s are employed.

He asked questions regarding

1) Ta.ft Hartley law (regulation of Labour unions)t 2) foreign
trade, 3) government eare for the needy, 4) strikes during

wartime, 5)price control, 6) government ownership o:f

aircraft factories, and 7) strictness of labour laws.
Previous analysis of the data showed that there was a

relationship betw~en social status itself and the attitudes
.measured by these seven questions.

I<enkel found that

roughly the same proportion of t:he most status-consistent
individuals resporided to the attitude questions in a

given direction as did the least: status-consistent respond ...

ents.

He says,
The conclusion se01-ns inescapable that, basically,

respondents classified .as consistent and inconsistent
do not differ wlt:h regard to the s:ttitudes measured
by these seven quest:ions .. 2

1 William F. Kenkel, uThe Relationship between Status
Consistency and Politico-Economic Attitudeat 1 , ~
Sociological Review, 21:365-368, June 1956.
2 Ibid. p.366.

Another close repli.cation of the Lenski study was
• d·
csrr:i.e

011 t ·

n
dmeyer .. 1
uy G
:1erara.• .t;ran

k

He considered party

p:i::·eft;irence and responses to a series of questions regarding

jobs for: the unemployed, old age insurance, doctor 1 s care
for everyone., opportun.ity to get a college education, a

government housing, as indicators of liberalism...conservat ...
ism.
He found little relat:i.o:n.ship between statuB consistency

and political attitude$ whether measured by party pre:ferenee
or any of the questions referred to above.
his data for status level.

He controlled

In the high occupation.al

s t:a tus group those who. preferred the Democratic pat:t:y in

the status inconsistent: group wer~ roore numerous than those
who preferred the Democratic part:y in the status consistent
group.

In the .middle occupational status group t:he

proportions preferring the Democratic party were almost
the same.

In the lower occ:upati.onal status group the

proportion preferring the Democratic party was greater
among the co:ruiist:Elnt group than the inconsistent group-a relationship just the opposite to t::hat found in the high

1 Gerard Brandmeyer,

t:atus Consistency and Political

Behavior: A Replication
ion of
"'*"'"',,_,.• ,, ,
Sooi~logical Quarterly, 6:241-256, Su1mner 1
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status group-..
significance.

Br·andmeyer suggc-,ists a:n. explanation as

follows:

At the hightar levels of the three social status
variables the fact that the inconsist:ent:s have
sharply lower status on at least one of the other
two variables seems to ma.ke them less conservatlve
as a group than are those of consistently high
status.
On
other hand, at the lower levels
of the three social status continua, the incon.sistents have markedly higher status on at least one
of the remaining two noncontrolled variables.
The result is that they are less supportive of the 1
liberal orientation tha11 are the status consistents.

After complete analysis of his data Brandmeyer
concludes:
Social status re.mains a far more powerful
predictor of political party preference and political
attitudes than is the nonvertical dimension of status
consistency.2

~- Dennis Kelly and William J. Chambliss
Well after the pla.~ of this thesis had been developed
and much of the empirical work completed another article
appeared in the American Sociological Review.
arrived too late to have any moulding effect

Although it
011

the design.

of this inv'31stigation, it is r0l~va.11t to report its
findings.

Kelly and Chamblise 3 introduced several new

l Ibid. p.252.

2-.
3

12£.

cit.
K. Dennis Kelly and William J. Chamb
istency a.t1d Political At:t:itudes'1 ~

Rev;ew, 31:375.382, June 1966.
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aspects t:o the basic: comparison between status consistency
and politics:l attitudes.

They hypothesized that different

results might be obtained if different aspects of liberalConsequently they developed four

ism were studies.

scales dealing with four m.ajor countex·parts of liberalism

as defined by Lipset:

1) economic liberalism, 2) civil

liberties, 3) civil rights, and L~} internationalism.

Their findings lead them. to seriously question the
usefulness of the con,cept of consistency in predicting

politi,cal attitudes.

The r~ault~ of this study indicate that social
class memb®rship and ethnic background of 1.l'EHipondent:
are far more important detarmirumts of political
attitudes than the degree to which persons are

status consistent or inconsistent.1
The divergent findings of these seven e.nipi.ric:al
studies leave

t:is

uncertain about the relationship between

status co11si:!!itency and political .attitudes, esp~cially

econo.mic liberalism.

Tae concept:ualizat:io:n of inconsistency remains
complex;

i'l''lai'lY more factors int:eract tl'um the number taken.

It should not be s.urpris ...
ing t:hat a linear relationship was 11ot discovered in the

first: efforts t<:i s·tud,y the. :relationship.

1 I.bid .. p. 381.
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Miimy empiric:al studies on the subject of stat:us

not: directly related to t:his research either because
their theoretical formulations a:ce different, or because
they e.re relating consistency to some oth~~r behavior

pattern, or because they are purely descript:1:ve.

do form an important part of the literature .and ther<!;:lfore
·will

ref erred to her-e. 1

-·------------------------------Adams,
Congruency
a

1 Stuart
I'Status
as
Variable in Small
Group Performance", Social.Forges, 32:16-22; 1953;
M,. Afsaruddin, •1A. Sta.tus Cryr:::talli21;'.!tion and Psychological
Behavior", Journal of
for Rural Develo (Camilla 3:24:"-2,
..;.i;
I:.V.
and
• • Ziller, i 9 s1:at:us Cong1;uency and Interpersonal Conflict
in Dee:Lsion Making Groups'', Ruman. Relatio11s, 12:14,7 ...162,

April, 1959;

G.H. Fenchel, J.H. Mo:nderer, and E.L. Hartley,

usubjective
!:;lnd the J~qulllbrium Hypothe:ais'i,
Jo · al of Abno .. al
d Soci l Pa cholo , t-4-6: 476-479,
Oetol!>er 195 ; J,-ack P. Gibbs and Walter T. Martin! Status
lntegrati.on a;g,d Su.icid,ei A. So,ciqJ..,o;;lrcal .. Study. 22.:>pp;
R. Gold, HJanito:rs YS 'rena11.ts: A Status-Income Dilerr.ma' 1,

P,:4,eri.can Journal., of ,S,ociology, 57: 486 .. 493, r1arch 1952;
Elton F. Jackson and Peter J., Burke, ~•st:atus and Symptoms
of Stress: Additive and Interaction Effect:att, American
Soqiological R<-!Yiew, 30: .556-56L}, August 1965;

Gerhard Lenski_, "Social Participation and

Crystal.. 1'C./
tv:;i.,.
CharlesB. Nam and Mary G. Powers, nvaria-

,_ .. · !!l ,. .!\m8£l.can
•
•
.
1 . •. 1 =, . • .
li
· Zet1,.;2.on
;;,ocJ.O.,.Q&l.Ca
1:,.eviev1,
·"< . •

August 1956;

'7•'l··

-~.1.:

tions in Soci.m~conomic St:ructttr~ by
, R,.asidence, a:nd
the Life Cycleu, American Soc.iologtcal Review, 30:97--103,.
Fe~bruery 1965; Mary G. :Powers, nsocio-EH;:onomic Status
and the Fertility of r.tfarried Women"> ,:i,ociolof-!iv aJ}A.,.SociaJ:.
Research, 50:4-72-L~82; J"uly 1966; Edward E. Sampson,
"Status Congruence and Cognitive Co:n.sistenc}7 1t, _S.oei_omet;x.~
26: 1L}6<M l
, Jt1rie 1 3 ~
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CHAPTER 111

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
LOCUS OF INCONSISTENCY

Most of the studies already described build on the
premise than an individual finds a discrepancy in status
ranks frustrating and stressful.

This stress or

frustration, whether or not it is recognized, causes
the individual to react differently than an individual

who does not experience this status discrepancy.

Politi-

cal attitudes may be one of the behaviors so affected.

'I'his formulation locates the inconsistency in the
individual reactions.

Robert E. Mitchell considers that

the analysis of inconsistency would call for measurements
b.e,sed on information from two or more partners to a
single social relationship.

He points out that:

Lenski and Jackson follow traditional proc€~dures
in indirectly indicating the orientations of others:

they assume that each rank on a single dimension has
its own distinctive constellation of orientations
associated with it, and that once the rank is known,
then the assumed reactions of others to the person
with this rank is known also.1
This conceptualization of status consistency is at
variance with the one worked out by George Caspar Homans.

1 Robert Edward Mitchell, 11 Methodologic.al Notes on a
Theory of Status Crystallization", ;public Opinion
Quarterly, 28:317, Summer 1964.
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He is concerned not only with the s~veral ranks a single

individual holds but also with the relative ranks of those
held by the partners to a co'!fflOOn social relationship:
Status congruence is reali~ed when all of the
stimuli a man presents rank better or higher than
the corresponding stimuli presented by another :man~or when of course, all
the stimuli presented by
the two men rank equal.

yt

Mitchell continues,
Rather than construct an indeK to characterize
an individual or group as consistent or inconsistent1 he would have us characterize a 'social
relationship.•
Homan• s theory differs from t:hat
of Lensk.i and Jackson in that the form.er is
specifically directed to the characteristics of
partners to a. social relationship and to the tensions
that arise between them, rather tha~ only to tensions
e,xperienced by s. single individual .. Another investigator considered the important: unit
for the study of status consistency to be groups.

Robert:

We Hodge defines the initial premise of his paper as

follows:

That social groups and not individual actors are
the appropriate unit of analysi9 in the study of
social stratification.
lf o.ne adopts the initial
view point that occupational groups are significant
categoric units of the social structure, then it
becomes relevant to inquire about 9te status
consistency of such collectivities.
1 George Caspar Homans, Social Behavior, p.248.
2 Robert E. Mitchell, 22.• cit .. , p .. 317

3 Robert W. Hodge, nstatus Consistency of Occupational
Groupsn, American Sociological Review, 27:337, June 19620
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Hodge measured the status consistency of occupational
groups.

Analyzing census data within occupational groups

he correlated those with income of $3500 per annum or more
with completion of four years of high school.

The

regression line indicated an estimated 61% of the variance
in income is accounted for on the basis of education.
The residuals of this regression may be interpreted as a
measure of income independent of education.

Hodge

concludes:
Owing to the functional relationship between
education, occupation, and income, we have suggested
that the residuals of the regression of income on
education over occupational groups is a plausible
indicator of occupational status consistency.I

These different conceptualizations of status consistency challenge the methods used by other sociologists.

As

the relationship of status inconsistency to political
attitudes has not been specified, it is reasonable to
examine and evaluate the various operational definitions
with an eye to finding one that will be reliable.
Fundamentally this is a problem of operational definition;
when we make our measurement devices explicit we are
better able to understand the meaning of the results.
After his criticism of making individuals the locus of the
measurement of inconsistency, Mitchell says in a footnote,

l Hodge, .· lhid .',

p. 343.
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A concern with single individuals is, of course,
just as legitimate as a concern with social relations.
However, the investigators should be clear about the
distinction between the two.1
This seems to be implying that Mitchell felt that
definitions could have been .more precise in both Lenski's
and Jackson's studies.
Another problem of definition is the relevance of
awareness in the measurement of consistency.

Can status

inconsistency make a difference in a person's behavior
even if he isn•t aware of it?

According to Kelly and

Chambliss perceived inconsistency is not a better predictor
of attitudes than actual inconsistency.

In their

conclusions they state:
Whether one operationally defines status
consistency by some objective criteria or in
terms of respondent's perception, the results
are essentially the same.2

PROBLEMS OF IvfEASUREMENT
Selection of Hierarchies
lAh.ich status hierarchies are the relevant ones when
comparing status consistency with political attitudes?
The literature has reached some consensus, if usage can

determine a consensus.

A glance down the list of seven

relevent studies, Table 1, page 17, finds occupation
l Robert E. Mitchell, 2.11• cit.,p.318.
2 K. Dennis
lly and William J. Chambliss~ "Status
Consistency and
litical Attitudes") American Sociological
31: 381 .., June 19660
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used in ~even, education used in seven, income used in
four 11 racial background used in three, prestig;:~ of

dwelling area used in one, and :rental value of dwelling

used in one.

The fir~t tour seeu, to be regarded as the

most pertinent:.

Goffman reports four criteria for the selection of
status hierarchie$ in his study.

They follow:

F-oi..u: cri t:eria we-re used to guide the selection

and weighting of status dimensions: (1) degree of
probable consensus it1 the population cm ordering
ranka for the status consensus in the population
on ordering ranks for the status dime:ru,io:ns, (2)
likelihood tha.t the dimension i• used to mobilize

expectations and demands :regarding behavior and
other characteristics, (3) the probability that
they L~dicate inclusive restrictions of experience!!
such as social contactst obligations, perquisites
and so on, and (4) the availability ot data for
the present analysis.I
The above criteria make explicit the underlying rationale
of Goffman and tht:i other 1.nvestigatora in their choice

of status hierarchies ..
Kenkel departed from Lenski's selection of hierarchies
by using prestige of dwelling area and rental value of

dwelling as indicators.

There is ample preeeµent for

considering items of prestige centering on a p~r.son 1 s

dv1elling..

Notably,

w.

')

Lloyd Warner- included house type

1 Irwin W. Goffman, '*Status Consistency and Prtilference for
Change in Power Distribution;' .:i=a::i:.::.::i=::i=:.~:.::r.:..:ii:..:r:.:a:::::.:i.:ci....:i::.:i~~i:.,
22:276-277, June 1957 ..

r;eDs, ~
th• Measurement of
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and :t'tJJsidential. location in thEi items of his Index of
Status Ch.;:;1racteristics { L

S .. C.) by which he assigned

social class position.
Lenski def en<:k,d his mvn selection ln his "Comment
on Kenkel I s Commu11icatio11H.
The four variabh)s with which I worked were
selected because they seemod to i;t:: the four most
basic compcme-n~s of status in co11.tem.porary
A.merican lif 1B • .1.

ln this research the status indicators to be used
will be education, occup-ation and dwelling area prestige

i.n one empirical study a:nd education, occupation, a.nd

annue.1 family incorne in the oth+~r empiric.ml study.
The~se were chosen largely because of availability and

b€1ca.us1; they had been used by former investigators.

·nie

a.ssi.gning of status rank to women characteristi-

cally poses a dilerrn.na in st:1,..1.dies of social strat:iflcation.
The family is usually considered the basic 1.1x1lt: of
stratification i:n. society and the st:ci;t:us placema:nt of the
.male head determinc~s th.e placemc1nt of th-r~ other rnembers

of th1;;;1 family.

Women are usually plac-r::1d according to

tb.e status rarik of their husband, or father-, or the
domin1:u1t malt3 head of the household.

Though this system

is realigtic for m.any fe,milies it cannot be expected to

correct in all cases.
,..~.._,u,.,.=1 9 s Com.rnunica tion, 11

1

•

In studies of consistency women are usually assigned
their husbands• rank in the occupation and income
hierarchies.

The education hierarchy usually is repres•

ented by her own .achievement..

The prestige of dwelling

area is one hierarchy on which both man and wife can be
suitably placed.

Even in Schmitt's study of congruency

of married women he assigned them ranks according t:o the
status of their husbands for the occupation and income
hierar:chiBs.

By using an all male sample, Brandmeyer

avoided the complexities of placing women on the status
hierarchies.
Until we have a more satisfactory way of assigning
status rank to women in all studies of str.atifi.cation

this difficulty will remain with us in the study of
inconsistency.

Proportions of Consistency and Inconsistency
The investigators present varying pictures of the
prevalenc& of consistency in their samples.

Table 11, p.36,

sets 'out the proportions in each consistency category in
the relevant studies.

The most extreme difference is

between Lenski, who classified 28% of his sample as
inconsistent, and Goff'man, who classified 74% of his
sample as inconsistent.

Brandmeyer• s study was desig_t'led

to replicate Le:nski's and he has roughly the same
proportion as Lenski in each ca.tegory.

lly and Chiunbl.

s
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were wanting to compare their findings ivi.th t:hose of Lenski
and Kenkel.

Their ce.tegories make it possible to compare

their findings with Kenkel's by comparing the high half
and combining the middle and low quarters, and with Lenski's
by combining the high half with the medium quarter to
compare it to the low quarter.
Jackson divided consistency int:o three ce.tegories, the
largest number falls in the modera.tely inconsistent group

(56%) while the other two groups are of more nearly equal
size (consistents 23% and sharply inconsistents 21%).
This rnakes it possible to compare the extremes:

the

cons is tents and the sharply inconsi.stents.

These variations reflect .a difference in mathematical
manipulation rather than in the amount of status consistency
in the population.

Nam and Powers have studied distribu-

tion of socio-economic status and pattern of status
consistency using 1960

u. s.

Census data.

In regard to

the various measures they say of their own data,
The socioeconomic measures used here were
designed for comparative analysis and have limited
absolute meaning..
They may be most useful for
comparing different areas or population subgroups,
or for using socioeconomic status as a control in
studying other relationships.1
This caution may be applicable to other studies.

1 Charles :B.
Socioeconomic

Cyc

,

11 Variations in
,
Residence, and the Life
30:98, February 1965.
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Table 11

PROPORTIONS FALLING IN EACH CONSISTENCY CATEGORY

RELEVANT STUDIES

IN THIC

Authors

Categories

Lenski

High Crystallization
(Consistent)
Low Crystallization
(Inconsistent)

Number

Proportion

439

.72

174

.28

613
Kenkel

Consistent
Inconsistent

Goffman

Consistent
Inconsistent

Jackson

Consistent
Moderately Inconsistent
Sharply Inconsistent

Brandmeyer

Kelly and
Chambliss

150

150
300

.50
.50

110

.26
.74

392
931
350

.23
.56
.21

Status Consistent
Status Inconsistent

499

.75

Hiih Status Consistency

125

Medium
Low

315
425

"

u

n

n

1673
167
666
64

57

246

.. 25

.51
.26
.23

Note: Schmitt used a general congruency measure on the three
dimensions but did not report frequencies.
Emphasis
was on paired characteristics.
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Libera:j,Jsm-Conserva.tism
Specification of the terms liberal

c.onservative

are necessary especially as recent research indicatos
that individuals who are liberal on one issue

be

conservative on others.
Lipset distinguished economic from non-economic
liberalism-conservatism:
Economic liberalism refers to the conventional
issues concerning redistribution of income, stat:us,
and power among the classes.I
Non-economic liberalism.. conserva.tism refers to issues
such as civil libert:

, civil rights~ international

foreign policy, and liberal immigration legislation.
It is interesting to note that without making this
explicit Lenski and the authors of most of the other
studies confined their indicators of liberalism to
questions which fit: well within Lipset•s definition of
economic liberalism.

Whether status rank or degree of status consiste:ru::y
is a better predictor of political a.tt:itudes
by the various investigators.

discussed

For example, Brandmeyer

1 Seymour Martin Lipset, 11 Democracy and Working-Class
Authoritarianism", American Sociological Review, 24:
485, August 1959.
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says:
SociG.l st.a.tus remains a. far more powerful

predictor of political party preference and political
attitudE:1s th.::1.n is the :nm:wertical dimension of

status consistency.I
Careful reading of Lenski 1 s article reveals that he
never made this claim for the consistency mE1asurc••

1:n

his conclusions hfjJ says:

The conclusions which are drawn from a pilot
study such as the presl:'int one should be concerned
primarily with questions of the advisability of
pursuing further the projected line of research,

and the methods appropriate to further resf.:':,arch,
if such is warranted.
Conclusions concen1ing the
validity of given hypotheses about social relationships are hardly warra.:nt€'H1, except insofar as they

relate to the que~tion of the advisability of
further research.~
Ir1 this connection Schmitt's concluding paragraph is

In conclusi.on, it should be noted that while the

results are consonant with previous findings, t.he
In,:agni tude of the relationships, like those of the
previous studies, is not large despite the use of
status scales derived from the respondent• s (;"lStima-

tion of standing.
Thus, the findings evidence the
ubiquity of the relationship between congruency and
liberalism rather tha.n the explanatory importance of
status congrmmcy in pred;i,cting behavior in more
than one status position.J

1 Gerard Bra.ndmeyor, "Status Consistency and Politics.l
.Behavior: A Replication and Extension of Research';

· $ociolo&!~al Quarterly, 6:252, Summer 1965.
2 Gf;rhard E. Lenski, "Status Crystallization: A NcmVertical Diinension of Social Status 11 , American
~ociological.Re"l{i,~t,:li, 19:,'.J.13, August 1954.
3
Dt'.l.Vi.d R. Sch:mi tt, "~An Attitudi:nal Correla.t:"f, of the
Sta.tus Congruency of Married Women'', Social Forces,
i~Li : 195, DeC€?mbt::r 1965 e
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In his "Methodological
trlli'J

f'act tha.t the reader is denied certain crucial informa-

tio:n.

.He suggested that both Lenski and .Jackson should

have pre!ltented a completf;l multivariate table in which
ethnicity tvas controlled.

He singled out etht,icity

because the data did not mak<~ clear whether ethnic rank
or low crystalli:.~ation accom1ted for the most variation.

Controlling by rank ot1 t:he ethnic hierarchy would have
clarified the importance of statue position on the

ethnic hierarchy in regard to preference for the Democratic
party.
Lazarsfeld recommends multivariate analysis 2 as a
tool for the study and interpretation of complex interrelations among a multiplicity of characteristics.
Wh<=-never an investigator finds h:tmself faced with the

relationship between two variablf;;:s it is the procedure
of mult:ivariat(1 analysis which enabl~s him to consider thfJ

role of further variables.

It is known that occLtpational

prestige level is frequently related to political attitudes.
l
2

R.E. i'\,1itchell, 2.2,. cit., p.320-322.

Paul F. Lazarsfel.d and Morris Rosenberg, Editors,~
bqi,ng.uage of Social Researcha.. A S,eader in tqe Methodolo_g}!:

of Social Researcha p.111-112.

Therefore when comparing the degree of status consistency
with political attitudes we control for occupation, or
isolate the i;everal occupational levels to see whether
the r~1lationship beti,;;een status cor,.siste:ncy and pol.:l.tic"'d
attitudes varies in the same way within each of the
occupational levels.

When a third variable is thought

to be related to the relationship of the two variables
under investigation its effect can be determined by
using it as a control in the manner described above.
Goffman 1 used multivariate analy~is to analyze his

data.

He presented the results of the re.latipn betwE1en

status consistency and preference for change in power
distribution as controlled by occupational status level.
As a result of this control he found that the relationship
between status consistency and preference for change in
power distributions varies directly with stratum position.
')

Brandmeyer~ also used multivariate analysis.

He

reported the relationship of status consistency and
preference for the Democratic party as controlled for
level of occupational rank.

Large differences between

the occupational status ranks were revealed.

1 1_,o
,.., ff~ man, 2.£• £,.;!;......·,
.t
p.,t.'°"78.>- 2°1
,.o •
'I

"· :Brandmeyer, 2.12,.

ill• ,

p. 250.

He also

controlled for (;:lducation and ethnic group but reported

o:nly that th.e :i:·.:-~sul ts were very similar to those
obtained when controlling for occupa:timi.al status rank ..

In former research. on status consistency controlling
by status rank level has rev~:aled some :new information

about the relationship to political attitudes.

The method of multivariate analysis will be used in
this research.

The comparisons betwe,-:in consistency and

politic.a.1 attitudes will be controlled for occupational
status level, educational achievement level and either
dwelling area prestige level or: income level.
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CHAPTER IV

'fRE EMPIRICAL Sl'UDII:S

Part A - INTRODUCTION
Secondary , A n t ~
As all of the mt1.jor published studies of str,,t:usi

consistency h~ve been cerried out in the United States
of America it t~as deerned useful to
s~JTte

tit~$t some

of these

concr.-;ipts and methods in different r.1ational settings.

T"wo studi€::S were chosen fox: secondary anelysis;

a

study of voting behavior in Dur1ed.in CBntral II the main

cit:y electorat£t in Dunedin, a city i.n New l,ea,land;

end

a study of voter's attitudes based on a national survey
in Canada ..

Canada and New Zealand both have enough general
social ch.a.racteristics i:n comu1on with the Uni·t:i:,id States
and ~,,,;,ith each other to make the proposed replicatit:"Jla

All three would be considered mode:r:n, Western
industrial nations wit:h a similar political and cultural
heritnge.

ln each case the choice of the particular study used
w~1s largely o;n;i); of availability.

Each had suitable

background i;nformation on each individual to const:ruct

,;;i,

consistency me.lis.ure snd infon'i!,;,1:ticm on voting or party
pref t~rcmce snd ~H>li tic el attitudes which could
th,e 1:1.beral-conservativt;, conti:rn.1tnl.

bfi Ci:i!S

t

ox1

t+.3

.Decisior1 to Use Objective l.ndic~q_F_s_

The choice of objective indicators to measure
consistency is based on the concept that the effects of
consistency and inconsistency can be real even though
the individual may not be a:ware of it.

For example a

person may feel stress, or some other effect:, in his
social relations and not in any way attribute it to
status inconsistency.

This lack of awareness would be

lik.ely i.n a society which emphasizes equality and
minimizes the effects of status factors.
Objective indicators refer to formal relationships
and reflect general societal status ranking.

Subjective

factors, such as a feeling of deprivation, reflect a
psychological effect on the individual and are more suitable for the study of inconsistency in a specific social
relationship or small group.
For the Dunedin study, the indicators used in
constructing the measure of status consisteucy are occupa-tion, educational achievement, and prestige of dwellirtg
area;

in the Canadian study they are occupa.tion,

educational achievement and annual family income.
Jackson Method Chosen to Measure Status ~Q:11,,sistency

The method selected for measuring status consistency
in this research is the one ueed by Jackson in his article,
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St:zitus Consistency and Symptoms of Stress 11 • 1

Status consistency refers to the 1imilarity or
difference of ranks of an individual measured by objective
indicators in each of the relevant status hierarchies.
The procedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Divide each of the status dimensions into three ranks:
1. High status, 2. Middle status, 3. Low status.
2. Assign each respondent a rank on each dimension.
3. Divide the respondents into several categories
according to the consistency of their status ranks.

The categories are:
a. Status consiste:nt. Persons ·with the s,sme rank on
dimensions. (High, High, High or M:i.ddle, Middle,
Middle).

b. Moderately inconsistent. Persons with a deviation
of only one rank step. (High, High, M:iddle or Low,

Middle, Low, for example.)
c. Shar- 1 ,~1:consistent. P~rs01.1s. w~ th n~. like ranks,

High, Middle, Low, or Low, Middle, H1.gh~ for

example) and two rank deviates, (High, High, Low,

or Low, High, Low, for example.

1 Elton F. Jackson, "Status Consistency emd Symptoms of
Stresstt, American S2,ciological _£evi':lr&., 27 :469-480,

August 1962.

The study centers around two major hypothe)ses.

Th.e

sub-hypotheses are specified so that each may be tested
sepa,re1 tely.

There is no difference among the four status
consistency groups in their support for.: the liberal
party or parties and the conservative pe,rty or

parties.
Inconsistent groups are more likely to support the
liberal party or parties than the consistent group.
H

The mod~1rately inconsi.sten.t group is more likely

la to support the liberal party or parties than is
the consistent group.
Hlb The shlitrply inconsistEmt group of the No Li.ke
Rank type is more likely to support the liberal

party or parties than is th~~ consistent group.

Hlc The sharply inconsistent group of the Two Rank
Devie,te type is more liltely to support: the

liberal party or parties than is the consistent
group.

There, is no d.iff erenc:e e.mong th,~ four status
consistency groups in. their positions on a liberalconservative scale or index.
H

1

lnconsist:ent groups are more likely to favour the
liberal oositions on the liberal-conservative sea.le

or index"'than is the consistent group.
Hla The moderately inconsistent group is more likely
to favour the liberal positions than is the
consistent group.
Hlb The sharply inconsist,::mt group of the No Like

Rank type is more likely to favour the liberal
positions than is the consistent group.
the Two Rank
HJ.C The sha.r.ply i:nco:nsistant group
Deviate type is more likely to favour the
liberal positions th/:tln is the consistent group.

Tests of Significance
'I'he tests of significance used in this research to

test the above hypotheses are Chi Square and f"ia:nr1 Whitney
U• l

Chi square is used when measurement of data is
either ordinal or nomine,.1 and requires that the frequencies

It tests whether a significa..YJ.t

be i.n discrete categories.

diff ere.nee e;'{ists betwee11 ,:an observed number of rfl'.H3ponses
falling in ea.ch cah1gory and an BtKpected number of
responses based on the null hypothesis.

Ch.i square is

used i:t1 this research to assess the differences between

consistency groups on the number of supporters of the
liberal party (or parties) and of the ccmservative party
(or parties).

ment be achieved.

It tests whether the "bulk" of one

group is higJ:1er on the measuring scalfj than the bulk of
the other group.

In this research the :Mann Wh.itney U

test: is used to test tb.e significance of differences
betwee:1.1 consistency groups

011.

their placement on the

liberal-conserv~tive scale or the government involvement
index.

1 Sidx1ey Siegel, l'ionoarametric Statistics for the Behavioral
Sc ienc€.H! o
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The sig:nif icance lr,vel selected is • 05.

\,Jhen resul. ts

of rriignificance tests are at: the,~ • 10 level, they will be

reported as approaching significance.

PART B - DUNEDIN CENTRAL
The New Zeala:nd study selected for secondary analysis
is one carried out by Austin Mitchell in Dunedin immediately

following the general election of 1960. 1

He studied the

main electorate of the centre of the city, suitably called
Dunedin Centra1. 2

His full report of many aspects of

that election is available in his article •

. of special

interest here is the section, uwho Votes How", in which he
seeks to discover the social bases of political ~ttitudes

within this electorate.
Sample
From the electoral roll a random sample of 594
individuals was taken of which 551 were interviewed

The interviews were completed within a
fortnight after the election.
1 The city of Dunedin is on the South Island of New
land.
The population in 1961 was 105,003 according to the New
Zealand Official Yearbook, 1965.
2.

Austin Mitchell, 0 Du.nedin Central", Political Science,
ll~: 27-80, M,."ll.rch 1962.
The author is indebted to
Dr. Austin r·fitchell for making available the original

data cards and granting permission for the secondary
analys •

Measu:i;-J.ng Status Consistency
The threie attributes selected for t:he hier,archh:is to
b<'.'3 considered in measuring status· consistency are

occupational status, educational achievement, and dwelling
Following is a description of the three
hierarchies and the criteria usi:id to place each individu.a.1
in the proper rank.
Educational Hierarchy
The educational hierarchy in New Zealand must take
account of the changes in the educational system in the
20th Century.

The crucial changes for this study took

place in 1934, the year in whi.ch School Certificate was
introduced, and in 1944, the year in which the school
leaving age was raised to 15 years.
As the data in this study were gathered i.n 1960 this

means that a respondent in this investigation who was
forty-one years old (born in 1919) and left school at
fifteen years of age would be the oldest person who had
opportunity to achieve School Certificate.

Likewise

a respondent thirty""'one years old (born. in 1929) is the
oldest person who was required by law to stay at school
until his fifteenth birthday.

With these considerations

in mind the following system of ranks was developed.

l

1 One case was dropped from the analysis because it did not
have educational informe1.tion..
sul tant number is 550.

Rank I
Number:

Includes all respondents with a University
Degree, those who attai:ned University Entrance
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or School Ct;rti.fic:ste at secondary school and

those respondents who remained at school until
seventeen-years or older if they were born i:n
1919 or before.
Rank 11

Number:
208

Includes respondents who left secondary
school without the qualification of School
Certificate or University Entrance at age
fifteen, or at age sixteen, and those who left
secondary school without the qualification of
School Certificate or University Entrance at
age seventeen or older who were born in 1920 or
later.

Rank III
Includes all respondents who left secondary
Number: school without the qualification of University
191
Entrance or School Certificate before age 15.
Occupational Hierarchy
TI:1e

Conga,lton-Havighurst scale for occupational status

rank.ing in New Zealand ,;-;ias used to place respondents in
the approprittte occupational rank. 1

M,:i!.rried women were

ranked according to their husband's occupation.
The occupational r,;:,,nks are as follows:

Rank I
Number:
134

Rank I is made up of those in the three
highest ranks on the Co:ngal ton Havighurst scale.

They represent: all of the upper and middle
professionals such as doctors, profes
1
engineers, clergymen and secondary school teachers,
the owners, company directors and tnanagers of
large businesses, the well established farmers,
the upper administrative office workers such as
a departmental head in the government service and
account:a:nt:s.
No n1anual workers, skilled or
u.-riskilled are i11 this groupe

A.A. Congalton and R..J. Havighurst:, t 1Status Ranking of
Occupations in New Zealandn, Australian Journal of
fsychology~ 6:10-16, Jm1e 195<L
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Rank II

Rank II is made up of those in groups four

Ffumber:

and five on the Congalton Havigh.11rst: sc ..1le.
'TI1ey include the lowEir prof;.::1ssionals such as
coci:::i.1 workers ar,,d primar:r school teachers,
owners of small businesses, farm managers and
fann tenants, the large bulk of office and
sales workers such as real estate e,gents,
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insurance agents, bank clerks, stenogr.s.phers
and typists, salesm-en, uniformed workers such
as z.:mlic<,:rmen and fireme11, i.ndw;3trial foremen,

skilled tradesmen such as elactricians,
plumbers, and motor mechanics.

Rank Ill
Number:
203

Rank 111 is made up of tht:J lower two groups
on the Congalton Havighurst scale.
These
respondents are f .n:rm l,8,bourers, established or

migratory, shop assistents and sales persons,
the low!2!r skillBd rnan.u,1.l workE:~rs such as fitters,
painters, butchers, bar managers, bricklayers,
all of th.f~ seimiskilled workers such as r.na.chinists,

taxi and bus drivers, railway conductors and
shu.nt:ers, p,1ckers and all the tmskilled
repetitive workers such as factory operatives,
milk deliverymen, and labourers.
Dwelling Area Hierarchy
The electorate Dunedin Central includes the city
center, some of the city 8 s best residential suburbs a:nd a
small area. of farming land on the city boundary.

l'U.tchell

describes distinct a.re.as within the electorate and they

are used to make up the dwelling area ranks below.
The dwelling area ranks are as follows:
Rank I

Number:

172

The Crest.
This is the area at th~.Jt top of
the ridge which is predominantly the 19 good 11
residential area.
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Rank II
Number:

277

Rank III
Number:
101

The Rise and Over.
This is the lower part
of the city rise together with Mornington and
the area beyond the crest which is characterized
by newer, modest residences and the more rural
area.
A small proportion of people living in
institutions on the flat, as the nurses home
and the large hotels, were re-allocat~d to the
socially intermediate area.
The Flat.
This is now mostly a c011tmercial
a11d industrial area but still iacludes some low
cost and low class housing.

Each respondent was assigned a x:ank on each of the

thref! hierarchies according to the information give,n to
the interviewer.

According to the pattern of the ranks

each respondent was assigned to a consistency type.

Four consistency types were used:

1. Consistent

A person who had the same rank on all
three hicrarchiss was placed in this

ca.tegory.
For example, a bank manage1:· who had one
year at university a11d lived on the~ Crest: or a

butcher, who left school before he was 15 years of
who lived on the Flat.
2. Moderate !.Y lnc91,~~.

A person who had only one

rank higher or lower than
the other two ranks was placsd in this category.
For
example, the wife of a clergyman who achieved School
Certificate and lived in lvfornington; or a painter who
left school at age 16 years without School Certificate
or University Entrance who lives on the Flat.
3. Shar11,l£:,. Incons:j.stent, No Like Rank Tyrua

A person who was assigned a different rank on each of
three hierarchies was placed in this category.
For
e:.l.:ample, a taxi driver who had achieved School Certificate who lived in t:he semirural area beyond the Crest,
or the wife of cU'l accountant who left: sch.ool before age
15 years who lives on the lo·wer part of th.a city rise.
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4. Sharply Inconsistent. Two Rank Deviate Type
A person whose ranks are all either high or low (two of
one and one of the other) was placc:;d in this category.
For example, a shop a.ssistant who had achieved School
Certificate and who lived on the flat, or the manager
of a large business who left school before he was 15
years old who lives on the crest.
The distribution of the consistency categori,as is as

follows:
Number

Dunedin St1.1<1Y,

Percentage

Consistents

lJL~

2t+%

Moderately Inconsistents
Sharply Inconsistents

327

60'¼

'rot.al

16%

_§2_
550

Comparing this distribution in Dunedin Central with those
of other investigators (Table II, page 36) we observe that
it is most similar to Jackson's distribution and also
comparable to Goffman' s dichotomous distribution which.
placed all the inconsistents in a single category.
Measurlu.g Poli tic al Attitudes

Voting behavior and an attitude scale were the two
indicators used to measure political liberalism.

'Iht1

interviews for this study were completed within a fortnight
of the 1960 general election giving each respondent little
opportunity to forget which party he supported or his
views on the election issues.
Vote and Party Preference
The Labour party and the National party are the two
major political parties in New Zeala:nd.

I.n the samplt,,
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2,~4 respondents reported having voted for the Labour party
and 236 reported having voted for the National party.
Thirty-three respondents reported voting for the Social
Credit: party, twelve for the lndepi';ndont party, and
twenty-six reported that they did not vote.

For purposes

of analysis the party preferences of those who did not
vote were combined with those who reported voting.
Those who voted for or pref erred th~i Labour party
are classified .<.1s liberal and those who voted for or
preferred the National party are classified as conservative.

The other parties, Social Credit and I11depende.nt,

do not fit into the liberal-conservative continuum and as

their supporters were few they were dropped from the
analysis.
Policy Attitudes
In his study Mitchell asked the respondents' opinion
on eight policy statements which were of interest at the
time of the election.

The following four were considered

to be related to liberalism or conservatism and might
represent the respondents• political attitudes.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Membership in trade unions should be made voluntary.
There should be more scope for private enterprise.
Price control should be used where necessary.
Television should be controlled by the state.

Respondents were asked to indicate agreement or disagreeme:nt i-d th policy statements.

From this information a

Likert type item analysis was done to see if the four

items would form a scale.

TI1e item imalysis was done on

the bes is of e. 20% simiplE~, 110 cases, or ~,very 5th card

with a random start.
To Wt~ight the responses, a score of one was a.ssigned

to the "liberal" response, a score of two to Hno opinion"
and a score of thre<f;, to the

11

conservative 11 response, as

f o llov-rn:

No

1. Membership in trade unions
should be made voluntary.
2. There should be more scope
for private enterprise.
3. Price control should be
used where necessary.
'-~ • Television should be
controlled by the state.
The total score for these four
t

Opinion
2

Disagree
1

3

2

1

1

2

3

1

2

3

Agree
3

items was computed

for each individual and then the high scorers and low
scorers were compared to discover the discriminatory
qualities of each item.

On first tabulation, the item

on price control v;ias dropped.

It did not make a

discrimination as almost everyoru:~ favoured using price

control where necessary.

The scores for the rem.aining

three iti;:~ms w.r:irE~ tabulated and the item on private

enterprise had to be dropped as the difference between
the medians of the high scorers and the low scorers was
less than .5.
The rf;ma:lning two i terns, on trade union membership
and state control. of television proved to maket good

discriminations.

The difference between the m•Eldians of
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the high scorers and th~:1 low scorers on the trade union

statement was 1.91 and on the television statement was
1.63.

Therefore these two items were kept as a scale,

and a scale score was then assigned to each individual.
A score of six represents tho most conservative
position.

A score of five rE:~prost,Jnts one conservative

rf;;spo11se and one no opinion.;
din;;ctio:n of conservatism~

thus it leans in the

A score of four can

bE)

either two no opinion responsE1s, or orn;i cons.:!rvative and.

one liberal answer.

DuE'J to its ambiguity this category

was dropped from the analysis.

A score of three indicates

one liberal response plus a no opinion, thus leaning in

the direction of liberalism.

A score of two represents

two liberal responses, the most liberal position.
Seti le 8C()res and vote were compar~K1.

ThC! Labour

fHu:·ty supporter~, f avour,,K1 tl'w more liber.<:'ll positions and

the Hational party supporters f.avourad the more conservative
positions.

This difference was found significant beyond

th(~ .0000.3 level by the lfomn Whitney U t-1;~st (

.73).

It is not difficult to make a case :for these statements representing ,':lttitudes on the liberE.11-consE,rvative

continuum by fa.ce validity.

Issues ~ealing with labour

unions arEi part of the established an.;,a of disa.gr.aemcnt

between liberals and conservatives.

State control of

natural resources, as television channels might be
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I:n
1

Schm:l.tt used statements about

•

frequencies ara set

out in Table III belo~.
compe,red with
and p

<.

l . 2 7 , e:nd p < . J 5

>.

of
r~c}t

In the last:

-------

is

III

VO'l'lNG

Political
Pa:t·ty

Labour

National

Consistent:

M'.odex:·ately
I.neon tt is tent

'tf{:;;;;57

51 .. 5%
154

52 .. 9%

14-8 .. 5%

tJ1 ..

1%

Sharply lnconsi$!1t:ent:

58.,!)J~

13

145
·~·~

Total

121 lOO't,

;;;

O&l4_

41 ..

A

21

. 1"'/u
18

50 100%

.31 100%

'""""'6=

299 100%

lt is a well established finding of politic.al sociology

related t:o poli..tic~.1 attitudes
In vi'121:w of thi.!l'i,

prEi'isented in

vote.

le Ill will

controlled

turn ..
is controlled for occupation it i.s recast:
i;;o that it shows

ln

relationship

high occupational status

all

.

The

T@ble IV
PERCENTAGE

or

LABOUR VOTE BY CONSISTENCY E'CfR

EACH OCCUPATION LEVEL (DUNEDIN CENTRAL)

Occupation
Group

High

Consistent

Moderately
Inconsistent

12.2%
N:=:41

19.0%

!+5%

N=5B

N=22

'j
·i.r,fu•

A

Shar~ly
l
I:nco.ns1.s tent

.

•)O

""•;JO,

x2 ""s. 2,6,

p< .025 > .Ol
-----------------------------~--·
:Middle

50%

40 C.•"''"tc,
N::,,12.8

L}O .9%
N:;;:22

81. 6'J~

80. 5'½,
N~ll3

N,:,-.;37

N-"'42

Low

JSf,;;;38

!_ . •

... .--..,.--~

64.8%

----------------------------------~-1 When the two sharply inconsistent grou.ps are in the
same directio11a.l relationship to the consistent and
moderately inconsistent groups, they are combined.

2

Each x 2 refers to a compariso.n ·with the con~tent
group.
With each x2 there is one degree of freedom.
A one tail test of significance is used as each
hypo~hesis is directional~

A..-----------·---------------------
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inconsistent and tho sharply i:nconsist:ent groups have a
higher perco:ntage voting for 'i::he Labour 1:>a.rty.

Differences

group are no·c statistically significant.

Dif fer0:nce bet:we~n thti consistcut and sha:.cply
,~,

(A·-~.,,.::i.26, p

inconsistent g:coups is very significant.

>. 01)

0

< .025

In the middle occupational status group and the

low occupationf.11 status group the r;;illat:ionships are in a

direction opposite to that of the hypot:hf3sis.
Wh.en educational achievemer1t is used as a control
The percentage of

Labour vote i.s larger .amo:ng all the inconsistent groups
i:n tb.e high and middle educational levels.

Table XI,

setting out the percentages and frequencies, is i:n the
Appendix.

In the high educa.tio:i.w.1. group th,~ rclatior1ship

bet·ween the consistent and moderately inconsiir;tent: groups
')

approaches significance (}C'":;;.;2.00 with one degree of
freE~dom p

< .10 >. 05)

1:-1hile thi::1 rel~.tionship between the

consistent and nharply inconsistent groups is very
')

'
. f'1,can +-,. (""
.
,..
'
s :t.gni
_.,,14·-:8
- . • lt:.,, ~.1. t h.. one ctea;rfH3
o.f :cr.;EHSJG.om
p
i).

< 005) •
~

the consistent and moderately inconsistent groups is :not
statistically significant and the difference between the
consistent and sharply Lnconsiste:nt groups a.pproachEJS
?

significance (X'"'=2.52 with one degree of f'reedom P< .10
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).05).

In the lower eck1c1Ettional achievern.011.t group the

frequencies are not in the pre.dieted dirrn::tio.n.
\,{hen thr::l d.::1ta are controlled for dwelling area the
pattern is simiL:1x to the one foun.d ·when controlling for

education.

Table XII showing frequencies ;;:;,nd percent.ages

The tests of

voti.ng Labour is in the Appendb<.

significance can be SLunmarized as follows:

in the high

prestige area the dif fere11.ce between consistent a11d
')

moderately inconsistent groups is not significant (.X'"'""'l. 36
with on-e degree of freedom, p

< .15). JO)

o

Between the

consistent group and the sharply incons:i.gtent groups the
,..,

difference is very significant (X':..:::a:].L}.16 with omei degree
of freedom,p

<.0005).

In the middle p:r:·estige aree. the

frequencies continue i:n the predicted direction but the
differences are not statistically significant.

ln the

direction.

In spitfj of thEi fact thett there are few significant

In each
high group (high occvpation, high oduc.ntio:n, end hig:l:1
dwelling ~I'.'t:-:!!a) there is

@.

sig11ificant difference in the

predicted direction between cons:1.st:ent persons and
sh~rply iuco.noist:ex1t persons.

Th<3 sharply inconsistent

persons are more likely to vote for tha Labour party
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than indi.viduals in the consistent group.

Crnwersely in

the low groups, the $harply inconsistent persor1s are more

likely to vote for the National party than are the
consistent individuals.
Lib£1ral-Conservative Scale and Status Co:nsi.stency

A second indicator of political attitudes is .a
scale based on the respondents I agreement or dise.greement

with two policy statements.

These statements dealt with

voluntary membership in trade unions and state control
of television, two issues closE1ly related to econmnic

In the analysis of the scale scores we

liberalism.

most libiiilral (score 2), slightly

considt-::?r four positions:

liberal (score 3), slightly conservative (score 5), and
most conservative (score 6).

'I'he M.;iu:m \ihitney U test will

be used to test the ste,tisti.cal significance of the
differences in scale scores between the consistency groups.

Tahlf~ V sets out the overall comparisons.

All

frequencies are i.n the predicted directio:n--the moderately
and sharply inconsistent groups are more likely t:o h,9.ve
lower scores on the scale and thus be more liberal.

Significance was tested by the ?-1ann 1rl.hi tney U test:.

The

relationship bet:vJeen consistent: and moderately inconsist ..

e:nt groups is s1.gn1.rr •ican t ( z= 2'· • Jt::
_::;,
0

•

•

.0122) a:nd the

relationship between consistent and sharply inconsistent
:no 1

s

( ry=l hQ j!
i/i,,.;l

O

-y• ~

~)=
f;"

0

080D)
{J

G
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Tsble V
LlBERAL-COHSCRVAT!VE SCORE rw STATUS CONSISTENCY
Percent in each Seal€~ Position {Du.:r1f:;1di..n Central)

Scale
Score

Conaist:ent

2

21 • .J l~., (17)
15.2% (12)
10. 1,·1g; (3)
53. 2.i~ (42)
100,~. (79)

•°'.>
~

!5
6

TOTAL

t:::Q!

r"ioderately
Inconsistent

Sharply Inconsistent
No l.ik~;l
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate.

33 3'r~ (66)
11 .t,\% (23)
19. ')'1
'-,,. (38)

38. 7}~ ( 12)
12.9% (4)

30 4£~ /4, (7)
8. 1'1~ (2)

6.5)~ (2)

.35 .. 9};, (71)

ti L

26 .1 ;~ (6)
3,:. ift, ( i,;i,, )
1OO'i~ (:?·-•.3)

e

100·;( (198)

9;t (13)
100% CH)

9

The number of cases in each cat~,gory is i:n parenthesi~s ..
Score 2 is most liberal) score 6 fll--'.'.)St conservative ..
Score -~ was dropped as it represented ambiguity or no

opinion.
-----------------✓

=>~-~-.<1,-=---~---~-~-

Comparing:
Consistent: and Moderately lnconsist:erat: z=2 .. 25, p-=JJ122
Consistent and No Like Rank ztl;::LlJ.0, p®..0803
Consistent an.d Two Rank Deviate Z""l. 1::J, p=.1292
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The di.ffer~'::lnce 1:rntwtH~n consiste11.ts and sharply inconsiste11ts of two rank deviate did not reach sig11ificru1c:e

(z•lol3, p=.1292).
In comparir1g status consistem:::y with the liberalism-

conservative scale the data were controlled by occup~tion,

education, and dwelling area in turn.
When controlled for occupational level all the

frequencies are in the direction of the hypothesis e,'{.cept
for one in the middle occupation group.
In the high occupation group none of the differences
are statistically significant.

(Comparing consistents

comparing consistent and no like rank groups, z~.24,
p,-4-052;

and comp.;-;1ring consiste11.ts and two rarik deviates,
36 ,,,, )
e ..

,j..{;,,,

•

ln t:he .middle occupation group the difference be-i:-ween

consistents and moderately inconsist:ents was not in the
predicted direction and the difference between consistents
no like rank groups was not significant (z=. St+,

It is in the low occupation group thei.t one significant
difference was fol'.Ln.d ...... be~veen consistent and moderately

inconsistent groups (z=l.88, p=.0301).
comparisons in the

The other two

were not sig:nifi.ca.nt.

Table Vt
LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE. SCORE HY STATUS CONSI.B'tENCY
FOR EACH OCCUPl\TION Ui:VEL (Dunedin Central)

Consistent:

Moderately
lncon.fili st:en t

Grom>

.

'fOTAL

4)
10~0% ( 3)
13.3% (4)
63.4% (19)
100% (.30)

Middle
2

L

3

"

,.,

6

3
5
6

TOTAL

Sharply l:ru:::orudste:nt
No Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate

20. 7%, (6)
6.9% (2)
48.2% (1'!¾)
100% (29)

18 .. 0t ~7)
Ori~

r2)
0)

30. 7%

51.3%
100%

20)
39)

0% (0)

25.0%
25 .. 0%
50.0%
100%

2'> "°"i•i
'),'f
0%
22.2%
55. 6f:{~
J;;..

(1)

(l)
(2)
(li-)

(18)
(8)
(17)

37.5% (6)
12.5% (2)

43.4':t. (33)
100% (76)

43 .. 8% (7)

( t'.1, 1)

54e5% (6)

100%

6. 2'X, (1)

100%

(16)

i.

13.l";t (15)
10 .. 8%

3

.5
6

~45. 0"/4

TOTAL

100%

~i~)

21.7%

(83)

10()%

(2)
(0)
(2)
(5)
(9)

9.2'% (1)

(0)
36. 3'% (4)
100% (11)

0%

35. 7%,
Ji
28.6%
21. ,£f;{,
100%

l~•.

(5)
(2)
( L~.)
(3)
(14,)

The number of cases in each category is in parentheses.
Score 2 is most liberal, score 6 rr~st conservative.
Score :i was droppecJ as it represented ambiguity c>r no

opinion.
---------!!J-'lt:-b<J_,_.
,__

-N------------;:---e·,o---~

._lfL_<-a;lil__
,

,lesults ,9,f Mann Whit::q,ey U 'fg.sts
High
Middle
Low
Comparing:
Occupation Occupation Occup~,t:ion
z,m.644
Opposite
z~l.88
Consistent with
Direction
p:,;,;.OJOl
:Moderately lnconsiste:nt
P""*• 2611
zl;);l. 54
z=.24
Consistent with
U=l32.5
No Like R&wik
p=.t+052
p=.294-6
p).05
z::a;.:.35
Consistent with
U=16.3.5
Two Rank Deviate
p=.3632
P) .. 05
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When controlled by educati.on level only one difference
reach.Eis ,s magnitude

ths.t is statistically significant,

It

is in the high education group, between the consistents and
sharply inconsistent: of no like rank (z=l .. 82, p"=. 0344,).,

The other differences in the high education group were not
significant.

(Comparing consistent and moderately

inconsistent groups z~.68, p~~2483, and comparing consistents

and two rank deviates z=.85, p=.1977),

See Table XIII in

the Appendix for the percentages and frequencies in each
category, and results of the tests of signific.e,.nce,
In the middle education group the difference between
the consistent and moderately inconsistent groups was not

significant (z=l.18, p=.1190), nor was the difference
between consistents and no like rank groups (z=.985,
pi=.1611).

In the low education group the difference between
consistents and moderately inconsistents was not significant,

(z=l.23, p=.1093).

Comparing the consistent and no like

rank groups the frequencies are not in the predicted
direction, and comparing consistent and two rank deviate
groups the differences are not significant at the .05
level.
When the data are controlled by type of area we find
two comparisons reach statistical significance.

In the

high status area, the differences between the consistent •
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and the two sharply inconsistent groups are statistically

significant (comp.~ring consistent with no like rank,

z=l .. 64, p=.0505, and comparing consistent with two rank
deviate groups z=2.15, p.;:.0158).

The difference between

the consistent group and the moder,'tl.tely i.nconsistent

group is not statistically significant.

In the middle prestige area and in the low prestige
area the relationships are either not significant or .not
in the predicted direction.

Table XIV in the Appendix

gives the frequencies, percentages and results of the
tests of significance.

Summ.ary
Significant differences were few wlu:·m comparing

consistency groups with scores on the liberal-conservative
scale.

However most of the comparisons are in the

predicted direction.
The grouping of several significant relationships in
the high education and high dwelling area groups is in
keeping with the results found when vote was compared to
status consistency.

When the datawere controlled by

occupation there were no significant rela.tionships in the

high group and one between the consi!:!te:nts and moderately
inconsistents in the low group.

This is opposite to

the findings when vote was compared with consistency.
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Conclusions
Let us review the findings of this analysis in th<i!

light of the hypotheses.

(Hypotheses are on page 45).

In the fir.st set of hypotheses regarding vo'l;:e the null

hypothesis says there is no difference among the four
status consistency groups in their support for the liberal
party and the conservative party.
In general the results support the null hypothesis.
At Least it is 11ecessary to $pecify under what circum-

stances an association was found.

When controlled for

status level, it is only in the high status groups, that
the relationship exists as predicted, the sharply inconsistent groups were more likely to vote for the
liberal party.

The second set of hypotheses refer to score on a
liberalism-conservatism scah).

It is predicted that:

the mort'! :i.nconsistent groups are more likely to hold the

liberal positions on the scale.
T'he significant findings are almost randomly

distributed and it is difficult to determine what meani:ng

they might have.

When degree of status consistency was

compared to scale score without controls we found a.

significant difference between the consistents a:nd the
moderately inconsistents.

when controls

This dif f er.ence disa.ppe,arf!'jd

status level were applied, exc:~)pt in
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the low occupational grou.p where the differe:nci£~ bc~twee:n
consistents and moderately i:ncons.i.stents was found to he

statistically significant.
The other sig11ific1:mt findings were i:n the high
educational group where the difference between consistents
and sharply i.nconsistents of the no like rank type werf;i
statistically significant, and in the high prestige

dwelling area group the differences between the consistent
group and both types of iru::onsistent groups were fou.11d tc,
be statistically significant.
These limited significe.nt results lend support to
the :null hypothesis.

Some possible explanations for

these results will be discussed in the final chapter.
PART C - CANADIAN SURVEY

This secondary analysis was carried out with the
results of a 11at:ion wide survey of Canada.

The findings

are fully reported in a book by John Paul and Jerome

Laul.icht, In Your Ooinion. 1

1 John Paul and Jerome La.ulicht, In Your Opinion.
The author is grateful to Dr. Jerome Laulicht for
granting permis:ifilion for th.is secondary analysis and
sending the data deck and code sheets from t:he
original study.
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Sample

The information in this national survey was taken
from personal interviews completed duri.ng the first two
weeks of November 1962.

It is of interest to racall

that this was imrnediately after the resolution of the

Cuban crisis.

Regarding the sample the authors report:

'The population from which the national sample

was drawn consisted of Canadian citizens and
British subjects residing in Canada who were 21
years of age or over.
Area sampling was used to
cover towns and cities with a population of over
1000.
Seventy-two quota points were used to
cover the rural population.
The northern half of
Newfou..ridland, the Northwest territories, and
similarly difficult to reach areas were excluded
from the sample.1
The survey was sponsored by the Canadian P~1ace

Research Institute and the interviews were carried out
on its behalf by Canadian Facts, one of the largest and
oldest Canadian survey organizations.

Measuring Status Conslstency
Occupation of the household head, educational
achievement of the~ respondent) and annual family income

are the three status attributes used to measure status

consistency in this analysis.
punched IBM cards with

thli\:1

Data were received on

categories within

the1lle

status attributes already established and coded.
constituted a limitation on the way each status
hierarchy could be divided into three r~nks.

1

This
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Occupational 1:liere.rchy
'l'he occupation of the head of the household -w.s.s
ranked according to the North-Jfatt sc:.ale 1 for occupa ...
The divisio,is made follow:
Rank I
(1'7~18•'.i-)
Rank II
(N~371)

Includes occupations such ~s maz;4ager of
new car sales, civil e11gineer, criminal lawyer,
and medical doctor.

Includes occupations such as secretary ~nd
librariSI1.

Rank I l l
Includes such occupations as garbage
(N:t+45) collector, bartender, elevator attendant, gas
station attendentj semi-skilled factory machine
worker, and cashier.

Educational Hierarchy
Included in the education~.l ranking ·we.re attendance

at Public School (grades 1-8),. High School. (grades 9-13),
Technical School, and University.

Tii&.

dc:1:tailru of the

ranks follow:
Includes respondents who attended uni·vc1rsit:y

or graduated from university.
Rank II
(N:.,,508)

lnclud•~s respondents who attfSnded high
school or technical school and those ·who
graduated from hig,h school or technical school ..
The one percent who refused to a.nsweir the
education question was placed bt this modal
group.

Rank Ill
l®luded respondents who graduated from
{;{:i,,;366) public school, attended public school, or who
had no formal schooling.
1 Albert J .. Reiss~ Jr.,
~1
£./. 5t1
..,. ... ..J
n

0
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Income Hierarchy
Rank I
(N::173)

Includes families with incomes above $7000
per year.

Rank II
(N=440)

$4000 and $6999 per year.

Rank Ill
(N=387)

Includes families with incomes between
In.eludes families with incomes of less than

$3999 per yee,r.

The above frequencies include a group of 15% who
refused to answer the question on income ..

Th.ese have

been distributed randomly in the three categories and in
proportion to the frequency in each category.

This

procedure decreases the precision of the assignment of
rank on the income hierarchy but a.llO'WS us to keep all
cases in the analysis.
Each respondent was assigned to one of the four
consistency types on the basis of the rankings just
described.

The number of cases in each of the consist-

ency groups is as follows:
Canadian f.iq,ry~}!
Consistents
Moderately lnconsistents
Sharply Inconsistent
(No Like Rank 85, m,d
Two Rank Deviate 60)

Number
293
562

145

Percentage
29.3%

56.2%
14.5%

The proportions in each group are similar to the
ones found in the Dunedin Central analysis.

Measuring P9J.,it:i~i_,g1l Attitudes

Two indicators will be used to :measure political
t~t:titudes, party preference and an inde:tt:: of political

Party pr~::ference was deterrnin.ed by answers to the
que-stion,

11

If a .federal election was called tornorrow,

which party would you vote for?",

The major parties

·oho sex, were the Progressive Conservative party, the
Liberal peu::ty, the Social Credit party, and the New

Democratic party.

Regionalism and religious loyalties are more
important in Canadian political life than in the United
States or in New Zealand.

Of this characteristic

R.R. Alford says,
The discovery that class voting is relatively
lo·w does not imply that: class interests do not
e~ist in Canadian society.
Class cleavages do
exist in Canada and are eKpretH1ed in political
demands and through national parties, but they do
not result in sharply divergent support: by social
classes for the major :national parties .1
Alford placer. the major parties on a Left-Right
co:ntirmum .ns follows:

the New Democratic party and the

Lib,::iral party are on the left: or liberal en.d and the
Progressive Conservative pa.rty and the Social Credit
party are on the right or conservative end of the
·J

co:ntinuum.,:,.,

In the analysis to follow the two liberal

R.R. Alford, _Pa;r:t:y a~<i, S'?c~iety*~ The A.t}glo Am.ericaa1

p.250.

p.arties are combined and treated as one as are the 'two

conservative parties.
Since the publication of In Your Opinion, Dr. Jerome
Laulicht has developed indices and sc~il1;;1s from the survey
results.

Of interest in this analysis is th.e government

involvement index.
This includes responses reflecting .;:,t:tltudes toward

the participation of the federal government: in economic

affairs.

The specific attitude

Question:

Would you approvE, of a government sponsored

health plan to pay the .family's doctor bills?
_Approve, _Disapprove, _DK.

Question:

lf general disarmament: could be ca,rried out,

it would cu.tour defense budget considerably.

W".o.at do

you think we should do with the money saved?
a. Cut taxes.
b .. Give more money to the U.N. to strengthen it.
c. Spend it for health research emd services.
d. Spend it 011 educ at: ion.
e. Spend it fot.' economic assistance to w"i.derdeveloped

nations.
f. Spend it on public works.
g. Other.
Only responses a, c, and f were considc1red in the index.

Question:

If a .federal election was called tomorrow,

·which party would you vote for?

Progressive Conservative,

----------------~-----------------1 The questions in the above order were originally numbered
1, 33a 11 33c, 20cl in thequestionnaire.
These and the
other questions of the survey can be found in the book,
In You.r Onini.on, b egi:nni:ng o:n pa.ge 112.•
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Liberal, Social Credit, New Democratic, Undecided,
Refused, Other,
A high score on this i.nde1-: i:ndicat:ea that the
respon<lent favours govermnent involvement.

consistency and politiGal attitudes were uaed in both

results are drastically different.
Ta.bl"::~ VII

PERCKNT VOTING FOR LI.R:CRAL P1\RTLES AND CONS.t:JlVATIVE:

PARTIES by CONSISTENCY TYPE (CANADA)

Deg:ree of Stitus Consi.stencv

Party

:Moderately bharol" Im.10.nsistentI:nconsira tent No Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate
-t---------+------,&.....,-------+,,-==......---+-......-:..=:.=......- 1
Pref o:cuncti

Consistent~-;;

46%

Liberal

57.5%

Parties

!iJ;,,;;81

N;;;;::208

Conservative
P.artias

5ltil~
l'J;:a95

;' r_:
t+.::.,.

~OTAL

Cc~'

J/1-0

N°=155

100%

100%

N'-"'176

N.i•J63

/1 q,,,,i

47.5%

'1' (".,,., ff"J

N=21

N':;;;:18

!)(1'/~

52.5%

N,~2 9

):Tccs2Q

100%

100%
Nm:50

The rtH.1ults of the first compa:;::iso:n of status

above.

\Jh.en consis'tents and mode:i::titely inconsistents are
··)

compared X,;';.;,:5.61 with one degret! of freedom, p
indicating tha.t:

wt.-:;

< .01,

can assert with confidence that t:he
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moderate inconsistents arc-; more likely to f a.VOl.,.:ll;." the more
liber;.;11 parties.

When consistf.;ints and inconsisten.ts of

the no like rank type are compared we find the opposite
result.

A larger ptn:c:entage of consistents indicated a

prefereuce for the liberal parties tluu.1 the i.m:.:onsistents.

This difference, however, is not very great.
relationship reverses again.

Then the

When the consistents .are

comparad to the inconsistents of the t:wo rank deviate

type, a larger percentage of u1cons

tents expressed

preferenct1 for the liber.al parties tht::n the consist1::mts.
Al though i:n the predicted direction, this difference was
small and not statistically significa:nt.
The obse:r-vation made in this original corriparison,

that the significant difference lies between t:he consistents
and the moderately incons

tents, continues when c:o.ntrols

'I'he data were controlled
for occupational hwel, educ,-atio:nal achie.vemo:nt level, and

income

1,?.iVtll ..

for the

Ta,bl.e VIII gives 'che perce:nt,:1ge of
liberal fH,u:t

by consistency for

~ilitch

occupation level.

111 the high occupation group, all frequencies are opposite
to the hypothsized relationship.

The consistents (those

in h.:Lgh. status oc,:!upations who rank high on th.s:. education

and income hi<.~rarchies as well) have a

favouring the libcr.al

B

gr<.:H1te1:

then any of
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si

the

of
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group

in

.40)

rl;!lllationship,

.. 064,

but is not

other

COlUl

.
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In the law occup,;1tion level (that is the u.nskilled

workers) .Sill the inconsistent groups have higher percent-riges favouring the liberal parties than t:he consistent:

group.

The difference hf~tween the consistent group and

the moderat:ii,!ly inconsistent group is statistically
"

significant (X''.a:::10.15, ;,vith one degree of freedom,
p

< .005))

whih:i the other comp£.riso:ns do not reach

significance.
are controlled for: <£,due.; tional achieVf)-

ment a similar pattern :i.s found.

ln the high education

group (those who attended university or graduated from
university) none of t:h:;;: f':r..·equoncies support the hypotht'llses.
In thr5! middle educfition group (those who ntt(~nded or
graduated from, h.ig;h sc:b.ool or t1;;,ch:nic.a 1 school) tbB

percentage favouring the libergl parttes.

1:n

t1.1f:f

comp,ariso:n between consiste:nta and shnrply in,:::onsistents

parties is greater for th:;:: consistentr;.
In the low educatiot1 group ( tho~(", who compl.eted
eight gr,,.des or less) there is a significnn.t dlff-.n:-ence
between the con.s'i.stents and the moderately inconsistents
,...

(x'~ll.89, with one degree of freedom, p <.0005).
Comparing the consistent group ,:a1ith the no like rank.

group

• 05, with one
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The two rank deviate group h,sis s.maller percentage
pref ering the libera.l parties than the consistent

group, th.us the relat:i.onship is not in the p:r:·edicted

direction.

Tabl,1;:1 XV in the Appendix sets out: the

percentages and number of cases in each category.
Table XVI in the Appendix gives t:he perce11tage of
preference for the liberal part:les by consistency fc,;r

each income level.

F'or the high income group ( those

with annual family in.coma of $7000 or more) all the
frequencies i,re opposite to that predicted.

For the

middle income group (those with ,m;rrmal. ftl!lmi.ly income
frmn $4000 to $6999) one of the comparisons only is i:n

the predicted direction.

Comparing t:he consistenttJ and

.
~
,,.2
~
rooderately 1.ncons:1.sttmts 1. =.<+2, w::u::h oxle detree of
J

"

freedom, p<.35>.25.
with armual family incomes under $3999) the differences
are all in the predicted direct:io11 with two of them
reaching statistiCi:!l significance.
and moderately inconsistent gro.ups

of freedom, p

< .005.

Con1pari:n.g consistent

x2 =6. 71,

with on1;~ degree

Comparing consistent and no like

?

rank groups )C=.33, with one degree of freedom, p<.35>.2.5.
Comparing consistent ~,nd two rank deviate groups
with one degree of freedom, p<.0.S.

x 2 =3.55~
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Summary

ln this part of thfJJ Canadian an.;;1lysis status corisistency appears to be a relevant attribute in relation to
party preference for per:;;ons in the low status groups.

Whether the data were controlled for occupation, education,
or income, the statistically significant relationships
were in the lowest status group each time, and in
t~ach case the cliff erence between consistent and modera.t:ely

inconsistent groups was very si;:n.ifica:nt while the
difference between the consistent group and either of the
sharply incon.sistE:mt groups reached statistic.al sig:nificance
only once ... -and that was in the case just reported when
controlling for income level.
Status Consist<;;111cy and Government Involvement Score
The scores on the government involVE)ment index range

from u1u which represents the position most opposed to
gover:rrment i:nvol vement: i:n economic affairs, and therefore
t:he ·moat conservative position, to score "6 11 which niost
favours government participation in economic affairs and

therefore represents the most liberal position.
The cross tabulation of the scores on the goverxune:nt

inv·olvement: index and consistency groups is shown in
Table IX.

None of the differences between the consistency

groups a.re found t:o be significtJnt when tested by the
M'.ann Wh.i tney U tf~ st •
te

istent

When cmnparing the consisti;;nt
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consistent group is compared to the

11.0

like rank group

the frequencies are not in a predicted direction.

ltnd

·when comparing consistent and two rank devi.at:e groups,

z=l.10, p=.1357.
Table IX
GOVERN}1ENT INVOLVEMENT SCORE BY STATUS CONSISTE~NCY

PERCENT IN EACH POSITION (CANADA)

Score

1
2

Moderately
Inconsistent

No

13.7% {40)
22.9% (67)

11.<'i.% (64)
17.4%, (98)

10.6% (9)
25.9% (22)

')') 6'1,o (127)

22 .-!+% (19)
27.1% (23)
9.4% (8)

t~.

15.0"% (4L~)
21.2% ( )

5

16.7% (49)

6

10.6% (31)
100% (293)

3

TOTAL

Sharnlv lnconsist,e,.nt
Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate

Consistent

t;_..L..- e

22.6% (127)
13.0% (73)
13.0% (73)
100% (562)

4.7% (4)
100%

The nun1bt:r of cases in t3lach category is

(85)
i:tJ.

8.3%
13.3'¼
25. 01:~
25.0%

(5)
(8)
(15)

(15)
20.0% (12)
8.3% (5)
100% (60)
parenth€H,es.

A score of l is most opposed to government involvement:.
A score of 6 is most in favour of gt)vernment involvement.

Results of the Mann.Whitney U Tests:
Comparing:
Consistent and Moderately Inco:nsisterrt z:;;;. 94, p;.17 36
Consistent and No Like Rank, opposite directio:n

Consistent and Two Rank. Deviate z)'::1.10, p==.1357
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Table X
GOVERNMENT 1NVOLVE:t{€NT SCORJ1: BY STATUS CONSISTENCY
FOR EACH OCCUPATION LEVEL (CANADA)

Score

Consistent

Moderately
Inconsistent

High o~_cupa.tion Grou2
24.1% (75
14.8% (12)
l

17.2% (5)

')

L.

24 .1'% (7)
10.3% (3)
10.3% (3~
13.8% (4.
100% (29)

3
Li,

5
6

TO'J~AL

35.1% (13)
16.2% (6)
18.9% (7)
5.4% (2)

11.1% ~9)
81)
100%

100% (37)

b

3

5
6

TOTP,L

12.5% (16

21.9% {28)
21.1% (27)
12 .. 5% (16)
100% (128)

20.7% ~47)
• 9£¼
14. 1'%

52)

t32?

12.8% 29
100% (227)

Low Occunation Grouo
16.9% (23~ 10.6%
l
15. 0'%
2,,,
22.8% (31
15. tr¼ (21) 2t1-. 0%
22.8% (31) 22 • L'.j,%
4
.;J

r:;

"'D,,.

TOTAL

lL1-.0% (19)
8.1% (11)
100% (136)

13 • :;Jc::7.<, (5)

22.2% ~18)
23.5% 19)
22.2% (18)
6.2% (5)

Middle Occui;zation Grou2
7 .8% (10} 11.0% (25)
1
24
.. 2'% (315 18.5% (42)
2
-4

Sharply Inconsistent
No Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate

(27)
(38)
(61)
(57)
lt+.2% (36)
13.8% (35)
100% (254)

10.8% (4)

10.8% ~4)
16.2% 6)
27.0% (10)
18.9% (7)
16.2% (6~

10.8% (4
100% (37

18.8%
18.8%
25.0%
25.0%
12.5%
0 .. 0%

(3)
(3)
(!+)
(,'t.)
(2)
(0)
(16)
100%

3.1'¾ (1.)
18.8% (6)
28.1% (9)

37.5% (12)
12.5% (!+)
0.0%
100%

?~1)

L1,.

3% (1)

8.7% (2)

l • 7'% (5)
31-1-. 8~--{/ (8)
26.1% (6)
(1)
4~
100% (23)
c-.....
'7

.Q

The number of cases in each category is in parentheses.
A score of 1 is most opposed t:o government involvement.
A score of 6 is most i.n favour of government involvement ..
Results of !!'Lann t,Jhitney U Tests:

Comparing:
Consistent with
M:oderately Inconsistent
Consistent with
Like Rank
Consistent: with
Two Rank

High
Middle
Low
Occupation 0cc:upati011 Occupation
z:;;;:2. .19 t
Opposite
Direction p=.011+3
Opposite
Opposite
Z"-.78
Direction Direction p~.2177
z=1.93ll

.0268
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Controls for status level were applied.

When

controlling for occupation we do not find significant
diff t~rences in the high occupation group.

Comparing the

consistents with thE, moderately inconsistents the differtcmces
When consistent

are not significant.

and no like rank groups are compared the frequencies are not
in the predicted direction.

The differences between

consistent and two rank deviate groups are not significant.

( w=J.
""'
• Q~
- '
l:•:,= • 16~)9)
-, "l't:
•

In the middle occupation group the consistents hold
the more liberal positions on the government involvement
index.

In the low occupation group two comparisons reach

statistical significance.

The difference between consist-

ents and modera.tely inconsist€1nts is significant, ( Z""2. 19,
p::::.01L}3) and tht:: difference between consistent and two

rank deviate groups is significant, (z~l.93, p=.0268).
The difference betwE:~en consistent and no like rank groups
is not significant (z~.78,

pa.2177).

Tabhi X sets ou.t the

frequencies, percentages, and results of the Mann Wh.itney

U tests.
Table XVII in the Appendix gives the frequencies,
percentages, and results of the tests of significance for
the data control.led by educational achievement lf~vel.

In

the high i,ducat:ional group the difference between th<:;1
consistent and two rank: deviate groups reaches significance
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(z=2.36, p•.0091).

One• other comparison approaches

significance--that between the consistent and modera.tely

inconsistent groups.

(z=:1.46, p=.0721).

In the middle

education group the frequencies are not in the predicted
direction.

In the low education group the difference

between consistent and moderately inconsistent groups

approaches significance, (z=l.39, p=.0823), while the
other two comparisons in that group are not in the predicted
direction.
Table XVIII in the Appendix presents the data as
controlled for each income level, and includes the
freq.uencies and percentages in each position and the
rE)sul ts of the tests of significsnce.

In the high income

group none of the comparisons reach statistical. significance.
The difference between the consistent and two rank deviate
groups approaches significance (z=l.38, p~.0838).

In the

midd.le income group the frequencies are not i11. the predicted

direction.
In thE1 low income group, the differenc1t";1 between the
consistent and moderately inconsistent groups is sta.tisti-

cally significant (z=l.86, pa.0314).

The difference

between the consistent and two rank deviate groups approaches

significance (z=l.45, p~.0735), while the relationship
between the co:nsistent and no like rank groups is not in the

predicted direction.
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Summary
When consistency types are compared with scores on
the government involvement index there are not rr~ny

differences which reach statistical significance.
controls are applied for income level and occupational
prestige level, the significant differences are in the
low status groups.

These findings are similar to the

relationships revealed when party preference was used
as an indicator of political attitudes.
Conclusio..!!!,

Let us summarize the results in view of the
The first set of hypotheses have to do with

hypotheseso

party preference.

The null hypothesis states that there

is no difference among the four status consistency groups
in their support for the liberal parties and the conservative parties.
The results of this analysis lead us to accept the
null hypothesis, with some qualification.

When degree of

consistency is compared to pa.rty preference a11d the data

e.re controlled for occupational, educational, or income
status level, the difference between consistents and
moderately inconsistents is found to be very significant
in t:~ach of the low status groups.

This finding though

:not strong enough to reject the null hypothesis is worthy

of note.

Possible reasons for it will be discussed in
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the last chapter.

The sf1cond set of hypotheses have

tt-:i

do wi.th supporting

the liberal position on the government involvement index.
The null hypot:h.~:isis states that ther~ is no differa.,ce

amo:ng the: four status consistency groups in their positions
on a liberal-consf-n::vat:ive sctSle or inde.-r ..

When comparing

~t:atus consiste11cy with score on the government: involvement
inde~ the signifi.cant rillationships bet:1-.u:;en consistent:s and
moderately inconsistent: appear in the low occt1pat:io:nal
status group and it.1 'the low income group.

When controls

are a1'>pli,~d for educl:!tional achi~)Vf.::!flt:lnt there

ifl

a

significant di.fference be.tween consisti'2.ints ~:nd sharDly
inco:nsistents of the two rank deviate type within tbE:t
high education gr,()l.lJ>~

pattern ..

Trterefore the analysis of thest? data lead us

8 0,..

C

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND [~VALUATIONS

The form@.1 conclusion.s of this empirical gtudy will
center ,9,round the bypoth,eses.
there were· two ·major sets of hypotheses relating status:
consistency to politic.s.l r;;J.ttitudc:"ls as

tllt3asuz;·\tsel

by two

indicators.

r'2:lat:Lonship of st::1tus corASistency to politica.1 attitudes

the liberal party or parties and the conservative party
or pa.rti,-;,s.
In the Dunedin study, when the general cmnparison was
made betwe<• 11 the status consistency groups on the propor..,.

tion votLng for th<~ Labour: ( liberal) party, no sign.if ic,3.rn:
differencEH3 were found.

(Table Ill, page 57).

vlhen the

data. were further a11alyzc~d to control for occupational,

educational, and residencial status levels there was a
significant difference bet:weon the consiste11ts and the
sharply inconsistents in each of the high status levels.
Tables IV, X_I, and XII 1.·eport th,~ relevant det1;1ils.

This

paucity of si.gnificant diffm::encc.is leads us to acce

the

nul 1 hypot:henis-,.
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Turning to the Canadian iaurvay, in the general
comparison between status consistency groups and the
proportion voting for the liberal parties one significant
difference was found.

The difference between the

consistent and moderately inconsistent groups was
significant.

When controls were applied for status

level this significant relationship disappe~.rf.::id e~cept :i.n
t:he low occupa.tio:n, low education, and low income groups.

When the data were controlled for occupation and education
the significant difference was between the consistent and
moderately inconsistent groups.

I,Jhen it 1,vas controlled

for income level ther~ were significant differences

between the consistent and moderately inconsistent groups
and between the consistents and the sharply inconsistents

of the two rank deviate type.

Tables VII, VIII, XV, and

XVI report the relevant details.
approached significance.

No otht1r comparisons

In many cases the consistents

were more likely to favour the liberal parties, which is
opposite to the hypothesis.

Once a.ga:Lu the srnall

minority of significant differences leads us to accept:
the null hypothesis.
The limited findings reported above ,are not: very
stable cross nationally.

In the case of the New Zealand

data. the significant differences are f ou:nd in the high
status levels only, wh.ile in the case of the Canadian

survey data the significant differences are f m.tnd i:n the

low tJtatus levels only.

These contradictory lirnitations

incree.se our acceptance of the :null hypoth€c,sis.

In the second set of hypotheses the null hypothesis
states that there is no difference among the four status
consistency groups as to their positions on a liberalconservative scale or index.

In the Dunedin stu.dy s·tatus consistency was compB.red

to position on a two item scale measuring liberalismconservatism.

In the general compa.rison there was a

significant difference between the consistent and moderat ...
t,ly inconsistent groups.

When controls for status level

were applied the significant differences were erratic as
will now be descri.bed.

Wb.en controlled for occupational prestige the

difference between consistent .and moderately inconsistent
groups was significant in the low occupation level.
When the data were controlled for education, th~~ difference
betwf2ien consist:ents and sharply inconsistents of the no

like ranJ:!: type was significant in the high education
When the data we:t·e controlled by dwelling area,
the differences between consistents and sharply inconsistents (no like rank and two rank deviate groups) were
statistically significant in the high dwelli:ng area
groL1.p ..

Tables V, VI, X.Ill, and XIV sumn.1arize

39

releva11t details.
As no comparisons survive the controls for status
level and the significant differences that do appear

within the various status levels do not: show a pattern
it is necessary to accept the null hypothesis.

111 the Canadian survey, the original comparison

between consistency and score on the goVE)rnment involve-me:nt index revealed no signific:8.nt differences.

When

controls for status level were applied the significant
diff i~rc::inces were erratic in a. different way than the

land study.

ones found in the N.c~w

When the data were co:ntrolled for occupation level,
the diff ere:nces between consistent and ntoderat:ely
inconsist{'.mt groups, and consistents and sharply in-

consistents of the two rank deviate type were statistically
significant within the low occupation level only.

lv1:1en

income level is controlled the only significant difference
was bf:itween consistent and moderately inconsistent groups

in the low income level.

When tr;1ducation is .controlled

the signif'icant diff erencc1 is in the high education group

and it i8 between the consistents and the two rank deviate

type of sharply i:nconsistents.

Tables IX, X, XVII, and

XVIII summarize the relevant details.
Again, in each study the findings :force us to accept
the n.Ltll hypot:hes

.,

The differences the.t are found
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among the consistency groups o:n their score for liberalism-

conservatism move

from the high levt2il to the low level

without logic thus giving us no basis to indicate even a

pattern for qualification.
Some possible explanations
When vote or party preference is used as an indicator
of economic liberalism a consistent pattern of ri::'?llationship

appears within each of the studies.
l:n the DUi.,edin Central study the sharply inconsiste:nts

within the high status groups a.re more likely to vote for
t:he Labour party.

Could the reason for this be that while

they are high on one rank, at least one of their other ranks

must be in the lowest status group'?

Since status itself

is ri~lated to votil1g behavior one would expect this one low

status rank to lead to a more liberal vote.

Conversely in

the low status groups the difference between the consistents
and the sharply inconsistents is very great.

The sha.rp ly

inconsistent group is much more in favour of the National
party.

This leads

t:i.s

to think that it could be the

influence of the higher ranks held by those inconsistents
that tend to make them vote more conservatively than the
co11sistents in thf.: low group.

The analysis of the Du.11edi:n Central data, relating

status level to vote reveals a clear linear relatim1ship.
Tt.w higher thrci stat1.c1s level th(-;: higher

proportion V<':it:i.:ng
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for th€1 Ifa tiona 1 party. 1
w-aeKpected but is emphasized he:t:·e because :t t is so strong

that: its influence appears through an analysis of status
consistency.
Looki.ng at th(:! Canadian data with a view to recognizing

the effects of status level, the relation between status
level and party prBferencB was 11-1nalyzed.

When status

level is measured on the occupatio:u and income dimension,
the middle status levels hold the most liberal positions.
'I'he high status levels are only slightly less liberal.
This liberal characteristic of the middle status levels may
explain why most of the significant relationships in the
low status levels are between the consistent and moderately
inconsistent groups.
moderately inco:nsistents always have at least: one midclle.

rank ..

The effect of sti,tus rank as such is less cl.e.ar in

the Canadian analysis than in th,~ Dunedin analysis.
If

W1<.'!

consider th~~ question,

11

W'.b.ich is the better

indicator of political attitudes, sta.tus con11.dstency or

status level7 11 , we must conclude that: in the Dunedin study,
status level, per ae, is a more powerful and rE:lllable indicat-

or than status consistency.

In the Canadian study, neither

1 Austin M:itchell, "Dunedin Centra.1 11 , Political Science,
14:80, March 1962.
The comparisons carried out for this
research confirm the findings reported by Dr- :Mitchell.
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one is very reliable.
Referer1ce group theory suggests that individuals choost,

a group to emulate, to aspire to, or to use as a model for
differt1nt kinds of behavior.

The above findi.11.gs !1'Vly be

seet! as an expression of ref t':re:nce group behavior, especi~.lly

the findings of the Dunedin CEmtral study.
By definition those sharply i.nconsii;;tent in each of the

high status groups have lower st:atus positions in one or two
of the otku:)r hiernrchies 'While those in the consi.Htt~11.t group

are high in all thrE)o status hierarchies.

And the sharply

inconsi.stent in each of the low groups have high status
positions in on€: or two of the other hierarchies while those

in the consistent group will be low on all t:h.ree.
In. each case the inconsistents may be centering on one
of their other ranks, using it as a refet·ence group.

Isle

do not yet understand the factors which operate in the
selection of a :r.•eference group.

In the context of this

study, why· do some inconsist:e:nt individuals select behavior
characteristics of groups which can be identified with
their lower ranks while others center on their higher ranks'?

The concept of status consistency, as defined and mes.sured

in this research, does not provide an answer.
Recommendations for Further Research

Some of the assumptions in the study of status inconsistency and politic al atti tudeis woctld lend themselves well to
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tnE'~thodological study,.,

In measut:·ing status consistency

each investigator has selected several hierarchies on the
basis of availability and. his judgement as to their rels.t:ive

importance in soci0ty.
Each combination of status hierarchies is potentially
r1c1levant to a specific behavior.,

have reason to

believe th.at somf~ con:,biru:tti.o:ns are more meaningful than
others.

Thr;; functional and temporal int:errelationsh,ips of

the attributes education, occupation, and incorne make it a

particularly useful combination worthy of further study.
i1hf:,n attributes are so closely .associated, we would eKpect

any incm.1.sistency among them to be stressful ..

If an

ascribed steitus such as race is included among the hierarchies the inconsistency then describes the differences
that ascribed stat1,1,s ·which is f

statuses which can be changed.

and the achieved

A methodological study of

inconsistency using different combinations of hierarchies
·would

worthwhile to clarify these interrelationships.
As was indicated in the theoretical chapter the concepts

of vertical mobility and status inconsistency are closely
linked.

The prevalence of inconsistency is due largely to

rising and falling within th1:;;1 different hierarchies.

It i.s

logical therefore to suggest that consideration of vertical
mobi:U.ty be incl.1.-1ded .in further study of status inco:ns

tency.

In hi.s article, "The M:obility Dime11Edon. of Status

Co.nsist1;;111cy 11 , Milton Bloombaum 1 suggests that inconsistent

patterns be characterized according to whether they are
the result of upward mobility or downward mobility.

He

presents a par.e1digm for studyirtg this interrelationship.

The pe.radigm calls for twelve categories for the i:ncorisi.stent patterns.

'l'he consistent patterns would require four

categories if worked out along the same li:nes.

The above

categories do not have a place for the cases whose pattern
of consistency or inconsistency is not the result of
mobility.

As most people do not rn,":lke l.i:1rge chi1nges i:n

their status positions there would be many cases of this
type ..

The caution to be voiced here is the danger of developing such a large number of categories that a very large

sample and complicated analysis would be required to test
the hypotheses.

The experience of using two indicators of political
liberalism in each study emphasizes the importance of
definiti.on and ge:tH::ralization.

Vote and party preference

seem to be more reliable indicators than the other measureso
1 Mllto:n Bloombaum, 11 Th1:: :Mobility Dima:nsion in Status
Co:nsistency 11 , Sociology ,a:nd Social Rese.a:r:ch > 4.3: 3!.'i-0-347?)

April 1964.
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It stands t:o reason that party loyalty and voting patterns
are more stable than the r<c,sponse to an opinion question or

statement which the interviewee may never have thought about
previously ..
Doing two secondary analyses in t.-wo different: countries
has been useful in pointing out the different: results that:
ca:n be obtained even while m.a11y aspects of t:he analysis were

the same.

The nature of the original survey in each case

wa.s different, but the data i.:mderwent apprmdmately the
saml:ll t:r::eatment in. analysis and the results were dramatically
different.

This is good evidence of the need for ma11.y

tests of a given hypothesis to verify its applicability to
more t:han the specific situation of one study.

The

proposition that the more status inconsistent a person i.s,
the more liberal will be his political attitu.des did not
survive these two studies.
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Table XI

PERCENTAGE OF' LABOUR VOTE BY CONSISTENCY
FOR EACH EDUCATION LEVEL (Di.:medin Central)

Degree of Status Consistency
.•..,-~
.,.,.., '·z:1r~-=-

-

12.:ducation

Consistent

Grou_p

High

.

12.2%
N=41

---···--x a'-~-,~--

25.3%

·'-<·=--,~~--~-·=•·"·- ""

.

Sharply

..,.,.,,.,-~.-~

-

.

l

Inco:n. s ls t'<Jn t
N:;;;23

00
. ,
'z
p..(.10?.05

50.0%

,,

48.0%

Nz:;;71
'l

N=42

-----

Moderately
lncons.lste:nt

-,_,-.l._,-,
,4,.~
-L.. •

Middle

~

x 2 =8.16,
p <.005

75.0%

51.6%
N=126

N~20
'1>

t;?
..;,<"'-,,,:'1'-•-·-,
p < .10 >.05

Low

81.6%
N=38

69. 6?~,

4.2.0%

N=l02

N::<38

1 When th,z,_ two sh.:.u::-p ly· inconsistent groups are in the
same directional relationship to the consistent and
moderately inconsistent groups they are combinE.d.
C?2 riii~f-t:r:s to a cmnp.arism:1. with the co:nsi.stent
2 E:a.cl1 'A\.
group.
With ~a.ch X2 there is one degree of freedom.
A one tail test of significancEJ i- u.eed as each
hypothesis is directional.
~

~--

---
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Table XII
PERCENTAGE OF LABOUR VOTE BY CONSISTENCY FOR
EACH LEVEL OF Dl·JELLING .AREA PRESTIGE (Dunedin Central)

Degree of Status Consistency

Dwelling

Area
Moderately
Sharply
l
Inconsistent
Inconsistent
1-------t-------il'--------·-,---e1---------1
23.2%
High
12.2%
52.0%
Consistent

Group

N,"'l+l

N=69

x 2 =1.36,

N=50
')

r;

...._ 10""'
p ,,,,,,
- · ·15 ,✓•

Middle

X;.,=14.16,
p< .0005

50.0%

62.5%

N=42

N=8
')

X'""'""'.068,

p<J1-0 >.35
. .,______. . . ,______-11--------•--t---------•---i

Low

81.6%
N""38

77. l~t

N;:;;;35

1 When t:he two sharply inconsistent groups are in the
same direction~l relationship to the consistent and
moder1S.tely inconsistent groups they a.re combi:ned.
2 Each

?

x- refers to e. s;;omparison with the consistent

group.

With each X,:,. there is one degree of freedom.

A one t9iJ. test of sl.gnlficance is used a.s each
hypothesis is directional.
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Table XIII
LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE SCORE BY STATUS CONSISTENCY

FOR EACH EDUCATION LEVEL (Dunedin Central)
Scale
Score

Consistent

Moderately
Inconsistent

Sharply Inconsistent
No Like

Two Rank
Deviate

Rank
Hig;h Education Grou2
15. 7%
13.3% (4)
2
3.9%
10.0% (3)
3
13 .. 3% (4)
5
29.4%
'J
,, fff
6 J"
,, /c (19)
51.0%
6
TOTAL 100% (30) 100%

Middle Education Grou12
24.2% (7)
2
37.0%
3
20.7% (6)
10.9%
5
6.9% (2)
19.2%
6
48.2% (14) 32.9%
TOTAL 100% (29) 100%
Low Education G~c11.1p
')
lt,1.. 9%
30.0% (6
""'
3
15.0% (3)
17.5%
f:'
..J
10.0% (2)
12.2%
6
45.0% (9)
28.4%
TOTAL 100% (20) 100'10

(8)
(2)
~15)
26)
(51)

43.0%
28.5%
0%
28.5%

~~~)

42.8% (6)
14.3% (2)

( lli')
(24)
(73)

100%

22.2% ~2)

(3)
(2)
(0)
(2)
(7)

11.1% 1)
22.2'% (2)
4,:i..5% (L})

100%

(9)

7.2% (1)

35.7% (5)
100% ( 1£~)
30~0% (3)

35.7% (5~

(21)

10.0% '1)
60.0% (6)

28. 6'%

(74)

100%

(31)
(13)
,. q)

0%

7.1%

(0)

~!)

28.6% (4)
100% (14)

(J.O)

The number of cases in each category is in p3.rentheses.
Score 2 is most liberal, score 6 is most conservative.
Score t+ was dropped as it reprf~liHmted .ambiguity or :no

opinion ..
Results of Ma,n:n Wh.:J:;tney

.U T,ests

High
Comparing:
Education
:.~~. 68
Consistent wit:h
Moderately Inconsistent p=.2483
Co:nsistent with
z=l.82
No Like Rank
• 034Zt
Consistent with
z=.85
Two Rank Deviate
p=.1977

Middle
Education

z~l.18
p=.1190
z=.985
o•.1611
,.

Low
Educ.atio:n

z=l.23
p=.1093
Opposite
Direction

U=l55.5
p

>.05
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~rabl8 )tIV
LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE SCORE BY STATUS CONSISTENCY
FOR EACH DWELLING AREA PRESTIGE GROUP (Du,.11.edin C11:i:ntral)

Scale.
Score

Consistent

Moderately
Inconsistent

Sharply Inconsistent
No Like
Two Rank

Rank
--~~--~~~,,.,..,~-----------------High Presti~e Area
I)(::wi~te

'")

""·
3

5
6

TOTAL

13. 3% ~21.)

10.0% (3)
13.3% ,~~)

63.t¾-% (19)

100%

(30)

12.2%
4.9%
31.7%
51.2%
100%

(5)
(2)
~13)

21)
(41)

Middle PrestiPe Aref!<
2!,i;. 2% ~7)
2
38.0% (52)
12.4% (17)
3
20.7% t6)
(2)
5
6.9%
15.3% (21)
(
lli-)
6
48.2%
3'+. 3% (47~
TOTAL 100% (29) 100% (137
Low Prestige Area
2
30.0%
45.0% (9)
3
15.0%
20.0% (4)
5
10.0% (2)
20.0% (4)
6
15.0% (3)
1+5. 0% (9 ~
TOTAL 100% (20
100% (20)

~~~

45.0% (9)
5.0% {1)
5.0% (1)

·40.0%

O("/o

{)

6.6% (1)
26.7% (1~)
26.7% (4)

L~5 .0% (9)
100% (20)

0%
0%

C)

100%

(15)

12.5%
12.5%
25.0%
50.0%
100%

(1)
(1)

~O)
O)
(0)

100% ~1)
100% 1)

27.3% ( 3)
27.3% (3)
9.1% (1)
36.3% (4)
100% (11)

(2)
(4)
(8)

The number of c@llH,.is in each catfl'Jgory is in parentheses.
Score 2 is most liberal, score 6 most conservative.
Score 4 was dropped a.s it repres~mted ambiguity or no
opix1ion.

Results of !"farm Whitney U Testg

High
Comparing :

Area

Area
z=.41

Low
Area
U=256.5
p

Mlddl.Ei

1•1oderately Inconsistent

z:::. • .537
p=.2946

p=,.3409

Consistent with
No Like Rank

z=l.64

Oppot,ite

LJ:;;.;;112

p=.0505

Direction

Consistent with
Two Rank Deviate

z:::;2 .15
p""'.0158

p) .0.5
Opposite
Direction

Consistent with

>.05

Table XV
PERCENTAGE OF PREFERENCE FOR l'HE LIBERAL PARTIES

BY CONSISTENCY FOR EACH EDUCATION LEVEL (CANADA)
Education
Group
High

Middle

Moderately Sharnlv Inconsistent
Consistent Inconsistent: No Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate

57%

N"-'L+6

N:::,;8

57%

l'.}8%
N=23

N=219

N=77

Low

37'7,,

59%

66%
N;;:;18

37%

57%

31%

N:::;98

N-""81

N=19

r;

Xk,;::11 .89,

p

< .0005

1

-~
~

66%

)>T:;.;18

:not

possible
30%
:N;;;;:20

.05,

<.t-1-5 >.t:~o

l Each x2 refers t:o a ~omparison with the consistent
y•• th
";:i t l:1ere 1.
' s one degree of freedom.
group.
111.
eac h A'"'
A one ta,il test of significance is used as each
hypothesis is directional.
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Table XVI
PERCENTAGE OF PREFERENCE FOR THE LIBERAL PARTIES
BY CONSISTENCY FOR EACH INCOME LEVEL (CAt~ADA)
,....._..,.....

:Moderately

Incom<::i

Group

High
:Middle

Consistent lnco:nsistent

55%

66%
N~-.:18

N.;:i6Q

57%
N=77

N,:;;186

v2;;:;: L+ ".i
p
.35 /'

<

•

31%

50%
N=ll.7

,,2

N=l2

37%

:Not:
possible

N'=l9

.!., ,

N=81

33r;t

l!r'7%
N;;:;;lJ

62%

;;'\..

Low

Sharulv Inconsistent
No Like
Two Rank
Deviate
Rank

')5

1

,.,:.

54%

43'7.,

N;.-:::26

N=l4

,,'\. ~6. 71,.

K2 .33

x2 ::a3.55

p

p

p

< .005

<
>.35

<.05

'H'
• .t..J

1 Each x2 refers to a ~omparison with the consistent
group ..
With each X4 there is one degree of freedom.
A one tail test of significance is used as ea.ch
hypothesis is directional.
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Table XVII

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT SCORE .BY STATUS CONSISTENCY
FOR EACH EDUCATION LEVEL (CANADA)

Score

Consistent

Moderately
Inconsistent

High Ed4cation Grouo
to/) ,,., 6.7%
'>6i". l '"2
1
'}
17. ?"' (5) 16~7%
ZLi. .1 % (7)
3
25.0%
4
10~3% (3) 28.3%
5
10.3% (3) 15~0%
8. 3·7~
6
13~8% (4)
TOTAL
100% (29) 100%
,i.

~~

/0

....

., -=~ ,~

13,3%
26. 7'¼

(4)
(10)
(15)
(17~
(9
(5)
(60)

13~3%
26.7%
20.0%
0.0%
100%

Middle Education Group
1
7.8% (10) 1L8% (40)
z,4
.• 2% (31) 16.5% (56)
2
3
12.5% (16) 22~7% (77)
t+
21.9% (28) 23.6% (80)
5
21.1% (27)
12.7% (43)
(16)
6
12.5%
12. 7'% (43)
(128)
'I'OTAL
100% (339)
100%
Lm·J Education Grou:e
1
16.9% (2.3; 12.3% (20)
2
22 .. 8% (31) 19~6% (32)
15'• °"'1} (21) 21~5% (35)
3
ff
22.8% (31) 18.4% (30)
5
14.0% (19) 12 9 1~ ?21)
8.1% (11) 15.3% 25)
6
TOTAL
100% (136) 100% (163)

2 .. 4%

29.3%
29.3%
24.ti%

4 .. 9%
9.8%

100%

(2)
(ti)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(0)
(15)

(6)
(6)
(5)
3L0% ~9)
3)
10.3%
0.0% (0)
100% (29)

20.7%
17. 2/~

;O

1

0~0%

(0)

9:1%

(2)

1s:2%
.31~8%
31.8%

9.1%

(t+)

(7)
(7)

(2)

100%

(22)

13.2%

(5)

(1)
(12)
(12~
(10
(2)
(L})
(4-1)

20 .. 7'%

0 /

It

Sharply Inconsistent
No Like
Two Rank
Rank
Deviate

1s:s%

(6)

28.9% (11)
21.1%
13.2%

((~)
_::;)

7~9% (3)
100% (38)

The :number of cases i:n each category is i.n parentheses.
A score of 1 is most opposed to government involvement.
A score of 6 is most Ln fe.·vour of govt~rnmfmt invc,,lvement.

Results of Mann Whitney U Tests:
High
Education
Comparing:
,,,~l
Consistent ·with
""', . ,::,.6
. ,

.

Moderat~,ly Ir1consistent

,.o=.0721

Consistent with
No Like Rank

z=.27,

Consistent with

Two

Deviate

.3936
z;::;2..36,
p=.0091

Middle

Lo'4,

Education Education
Opposite z=l.39,
Direction p~.0823
Opoosite Opposite
Direction Direction
Opposite
Direction
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Table XVIII
GOVE:RNMENT INVOLVE:MEN'I' SCORE BY STATUS CONSISTENCY
F'OR EACH INCO:ME LEVEL (CANADA)

-----------------------------------------lncons'ist'en"t
IScore Consistent Moderately No Sharply
Like
Two Ra.11k
.

High Income Grom)
1
24.1% ~7)
2
3

17.2%

2lt.

1(/o

~?~
(3)

10.3%
10.3% (3)
13.8% (6,,)
TOTAL
100% (29)
Middle Income G:t'OUQ.
i-q«1
(lOJ
1
• Q /o
4

5
6

·J
.-,.,

3
4

.5
6

1
~

3

4
5
6

TOTAL

Rank

15.2% (14)
21.7% (20)
21.7% (20)

6.1%
36.4%

(8)
(92)

0.0%
100%

10.2% (29)
18.0% (51)
22.5% (64,)

17.,9%
25 .. 0'¼.

8. 7t;~

100%

J.Li-.4% (4-1)
100% (284)

16. 9'/~ (')........'l)
(31)
22.8%
'1 t"
/, ,';_/
.!..Jo"T/o (21~
2'}~o.OiQ
Q,t;,/
(31
14.0% (19)
8.1% (11)
100% (136)

11. 3/~ ~21)
ll~. 5% 27)
23.1% (43)
25.8% (48)
12.!+% (23)
12.9% (24)
100% (186)

4'

}

15.2%
33.3%

20.7% (19)
12.0% (11)

24,.2% (31)
12.5% (16)
21.9% (28)
21.1% (27)
12 5/{l (16)
... ~)
100% (l?O)

TOTAL
Low Income Grouo
'7

I:nconsi.stent

21.1% (60)

13 7'/o
e

( ~'),q\I

9.1%

Deviate
(2)
(5)
(11)
(12)
{3)
(0)
(33)

10.5%

~i~

9.8%

( L~)

~

?.n•I

J • ..J/o

26. 3(1o
36.8%

(5)
(7)
15.8% (3)
5.3% (1)
100% (19)

(5)
(7)
10.7% (3)
32.1% (9)
llt. 3% u~)
0.0% (0)
100% (28)

e. 31~

(2)

t+I.7% (10)
(5)
(2)
(1)
4 • k./o
16.7% (4)
100% ('14\
"'~ I

20..,8'}~
8.3%
,J

r-1 (J/

14.6% (6)
24.4% (10)
19.5% (8)
22. o,~

9.8%

100%

(9)
(4)
(41)

The rmmber of cases in each category is in parentheses.
A score of l i.s most opposed to government: involvement.
A score of 6 is most ill favour of government involvement:.

...TMiddle
ncome

Lov-7
Income

Comparing:

Consistent with.
Mm.:lerately Inconsistent
Co.nsistent with
No Lil-::E,, Rank

Opposite

z=l.86,

Direction

z::.:.88,
1891.}

Opposite
Direction

p=.0314
Opposite
Direction

e

Consistent with
Two

z,:;;; • L} 7
p=.3192

t,b

~':~"'1 .f+5 a

• 07 ::5

